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PART I. 
STRUCTURE AKD LATTICE ENERdY 
OF THE SlVfm PERCHL0RATB-BEN2BNE CCMPLSX 
2 
INTRODUCTION 
It la well known that the positive silver Ion forms 
Qoraplexea with benzene and other aromatic molecules. An ex­
ample Is the silver perchlorate-benzene complex, AgClO|^*C^H^, 
Hill (1) has made extensive studies of silver perehlorate 
dissolved In benzene and found that silver forms a 1:1 and 
sometimes 2si complex with benzene In solution, depending 
upon the concentration. In the solid It Is 1:1, that Is, 
there Is one benzene for each lon-palr of silver perehlorate. 
Keefer and Andrews have studied the complexlng of silver with 
many other aromatic hydrocarbons (2) and substituted benzenes 
(3), They have concluded, along with Winsteln and Lucas (14,) 
who studied the sllver-olefln complexes, that the silver ion 
acts as an electron acc^tor and the organic component as a 
donor to form a covalent dative (coordination) bond. 
Some other taolecular complexes are of the type Ar^Xg 
{?) where Ar is an aromatic molecule such as benzene, toulene, 
etc. and Xg is a halogen molecule (not necessarily homo-
nuclear). These complexes are generally attributed to a di­
rect association between the molecular components, where the 
halogen molecule is the electron acceptor. 
The existence of molecular complexes may play a deci­
sive role in organic reaction mechanisms. Robertson (6) In 
his studies of the kinetics of aromatic bromlnation concluded 
that the process involved the intermediate compound Ar'Br^, 
Dewar (7) suggested that the mechanism of aromatic substitution 
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was in part due to the existence of TT-oomplexes as Inter­
mediate states. 
In order to understand the meohanlsm for the formation 
of these cotaplexes it la very desirable to know their moleeu-
lar structure. Whereas some ooraplexes exist only in the liq­
uid state, many of tha complexes exist in the solid 
state as wall as in tha liquid state and, therefore, their 
/ 
oompleta structure can be determined by X-ray diffraction. 
In 1950 Dr. R, S, Rundle and Mrs. Jeanne Goring (8) 
began an investigation of the crystal structure of AgClOj^* 
in order to determine the location of the silver ion with 
respect to the ben^rena ring. It had been suggested earlier 
by Winstein and Lucas ik) that the silver ion was on the six­
fold axis of the benzene bonded equally to the six carbon 
atoms. Other likely possibilities ware thought to be that 
silver was bonded to only one carbon atom or perhaps equally 
to two end carbon atoms of the ring. In their investigation, 
Rundle and Goring showed that the silver Ion definitely was 
not on the six-fold axis of the benaane ring but was between 
and essentially above two adjacent carbon atoms of the ring. 
They had shown that tha space group was Cracm, Cmc2^, or C2cm 
(all three exhibit the same Laue symmetry) and assumed that 
it was Ciacm. Although the electron density projections indi­
cated that the structure was essentially correct the agree­
ment between the observed and oalculatad structure factors 
was not as good as one would expect. It was thought that 
this probably was due to absorption, a non-oantrosymmatrlo 
atruoture, an anisotropic temparatura factor, or perhaps 
a ooffiblnatlon of all three. From an Inspection of the photo­
graphs It was known that absorption by silver atoms seriously 
affected some of the data and It was decided to postpone the 
structure refinement until better data were available. 
While the above work was In progress. Dr. Mulllken (9) 
of the University of Ghlcai^o was carrying out a theoretical 
study of molecular complexes and their spectra. He considered 
a complex, D*A, as consisting of an electron donor, D, and an 
electron acceptor. A, where the latter would be acting. In 
the terminology of G, N, Lewis (10), as an acid and the former 
as a base. In the complex, Q and A can be atoms, molecules, 
or ions. In the foriaatlon of a complex there would then be 
a partial transfer of charge from D to A giving rise to a 
weak covalent (dative type) bond. 
He described the system In auantum-mechanlcal form by 
writing the wave function of the ground state as 
Yjj = aro(DA) by^(D+A-) 
la the wave function for the no-bond structure, i.e., 
no transfer of charge, and describes a covalently 
bonded structure. The omitted terms indicated by+ 
include auoh effects as classical electrostatic forces. In­
ductive forces and dispersion forces. Assuming Is nor-
p  
mallzed, b" gives the amount of charge transferred from D to 
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A who.p«» for tha molaoulai' oomplaxes* b <<a, 
Ppoia 8«00nd-0fd«r pertufbatlon theory Mulllken «x« 
ppassad tha atablllaatlon enet»gy of the complex as 
.2 o 
s W„-.W 
N 0 ^ *1-*^ 1 0 1 0 
wh»r« s -Ysa* i *1 : 'jYj^ 
0 -
3 • rV'^ If.dv. fy-o I"!' 
Is roughly proportional to the overlap of the donor and 
acceptor orbltals, l*e«y 
H Is the exact Hamlltonlan operator for the entire system, 
A requirement of Is that and belong to the 
same Irreducible representation of the symmetry group of the 
complex molecule (or lon)» For the sllver-benaene complex 
"YQ is totally syaattaetrlo since the ground states of ben*en« 
and the silver Ion are both totally sjrrametrlc. This requires 
also to be totally symmetric and restricts the possible 
positions of silver with respect to the benzene ring. For 
example^ let us consider the silver Ion along the six-fold 
axis of the benaene ring, The three lowest TT-orbltals which 
contain the six TT-electrons are Illustrated In Pig, 1, The 
Pig* 1 fh® lowest 7r*oi»teltal» of bonzttiie und«jp 
a p«rtui»feiiig flald of oyisattry. fh« fll3B«a 
of th» r«pi»®s«nl th« m«LgBit;ud»» of th« 
ti»- »tottt© oipfeitala of fhe slgos of 
th® ©otffioltBts indie at «d by th® plu« and 
alums sigxia* 
6b 
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energy of the first orbital Is much lower than the other two 
and, therefore, will not take part In the bonding. The b aal U 
orbltals are antlsymetrlo with respect to a plane perpen­
dicular to the plane of the ring while the 5s orbital of the 
silver atom Is totally symmetric. The overlap Integral of 
^($b) with either ^(b^)or (a^) Is then aero and, there­
fore, the stabilization energy Is sero. The symmetry require­
ments may be satisfied If the higher energy or states 
of the silver atom are used, but this Is energetically un­
favorable since the stabilization energy Is Inversely pro-
portloD.l to W^.Wg. Mulllk.n pr.dlot.d that In th. mo.t 
stable configuration the sliver Ion would lie off the six­
fold axis and somewhat above two adjacent carbon atoms since 
this would give rise to maxlmtwn overlap of the orbltals. This 
la, of course, the position found by Bundle and Goring (8) 
In their X-ray investigation. 
The theory of charge-transfer forces has not been de­
veloped to the stage of valence bond theory or molecular or­
bital theory and, therefore. It la difficult to obtain any­
thing but very qualitative values for such quantities as the 
charge-transfer energy, the coefficients a and b In the 
energy of the excited states, etc. Of particular Interest Is 
the magnitude of the charge-transfer forces as compared to 
the other usual forces existing between atoms. Ions, and mole­
cules such as London dispersion forces, classical electro­
static and polarization forces and homopolar forces. Mulllken 
estimates that they are of the asme magnitude as the dis­
persion foroas for unlike componants and probabl^r much lass 
for like components. 
The interaotlon energy "between silver and benzene In 
the silver pepchlorate-benzene complex has been estimated 
by Tlddlesby and Sharpe (11) to "oe at least ^0 kcal/mole 
whloh la tha order of a moderately strong oovalent bond. This 
value Is unreliable because of the erroneous assumption that 
most of tha lattice energy of silver perohlorate gons into 
the allvsr-benzene Interaction, Although their estimate 
that the lattice energy of silver perohlorate Is greater than 
130 keal/mole la correct {actually about l65 kcal/mole), one 
can easily show that only about one-fourth of the lattice 
energy Is lost on expanding the silver perohlorate lattice to 
the volume of the bensene complex. The silver-benzene inter­
action is than about 20 koal/mola, since the silver atom Is 
bonded to two banzene molecules. This Interaotlon, of course. 
Includes van der Waals forces and lon-lnduoed dlpole forces 
as wall as charge-transfer forces. 
The aim of this Investigation Is two-foldi (1) To re­
fine the crystal structure of tha silver perchlorate-benzene 
complex in order to detemlne in detail tha sllver-benz^ne 
configuration, and (2) To obtain a reliable estimate of the 
allver-ben^ane Interaotlon energy and, if possible, tha energy 
due to charge-transfer forces alone. The latter energy should 
9 
be equal to the sllver-benzenQ interaction minus the dis­
persion and lon-induoed dlpole energies. 
10 
RSFINEMMT OF THE CRYSTAL STRtTGTURE 
Experimental Data 
Single crystals of the silver perchlorate-benzene 
complex are easily obtained by dissolving silver perchlorate, 
either the anhydrous or the monohydrate, in liquid benzene 
and allowing the benzene to evaporate slowly. The crystals 
are usually flat plates or parallelepipeds and are stable 
under a vapor pressure of benzene but decompose rapidly when 
exposed to air, making it necessary to seal them in thin-
walled glass oapillarles for X-ray diffraction studies. The 
transference of single crystals from the glass vials, in 
which they were grown, to the capillaries could be accom­
plished fairly successfully by cooling the vials and oapil­
larles and the necessary tools in an ice bath before trans­
ferring the crystals. The transfer can also be acoomplished 
in a dry box but this too can be awkward. Attempts to grow 
suitable. Isolated, single crystals In a capillary were not 
very successfulj however, no attempt was made to re-grow 
single crystals in capillaries from polycrystalllne material. 
This method may prove useful for some other benzene complexes. 
Timed exposures were taken of the (DDI) and (010) 
zones on the precession camera. Higher level data were also 
taken for qualitative interpretations. Very long Weissenberg 
photographs were taken of the (hkO) reflections with the hop® 
of observing reflections for h > 10 but they did not appear 
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although reflections for k > 10 were recorded, 
A faw low-order reflections were affected by absorp­
tion but they did not seriously affect the two-dimensional 
refinement. After a period of time the crystals became 
colored by X-rays and eventually cracked. It is assumed 
that this Is due to the formation of lattice defects and the 
subsequent reduction of silver to the metal. 
The three-dimensional data used in this investigation 
were obtained by Mrs, Jeanne Goring but were not used in her 
investigation. The data were taken on a Weissenberg camera 
with the a-axis as the axis of rotation. In addition to the 
usual Lorentz-polariaation corrections, the three-dimensional 
intensities were also corrected for the variation of spot 
size on the higher level Weissenberg photographs. This was 
done with the aid of the Phillips (12) chart. 
Review of the Approximate Structure 
It is probably instructive to review briefly the de­
termination of the approximate structure by the previous 
investigators. 
The observed Laue symmetry is Dgj^-mram and the system­
atic absences are those with h and 1 m 2^*1 for the (hOfi) 
reflections, and h-k s 2n+l for the (hkJl) reflections. 
Therefore, the crystal is orthorhombic and the space group is 
Gmcm, C2cm, or CmcSj^, The lattice constants are a s 8,35Aj 
b s 8,02A and c • 11,68A, The observed density (13) is 
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2«i|. gm/ee &nd, assuming four moleoulss per unit oell, the 
oaleulated density Is 2,1^.2 gm/oo, 
Bundle and dorlng (8) began their Investigation with 
the assumption the spaoe group was Cmom slnoe there were no 
obvious Indications It was otherwise. A number of oonolu-
slons about the possible strueture may be drawn at this 
point based on this assumption. The speolal and general 
positions of Cmom are listed In Table 1» Slnoe there are 
only four silver and chlorine atoma In the unit oell they 
must be In sets (a), {b)» or (o). However, the silver atoms 
cannot be In (a) or (b) slnoe atoms in these sets do not con­
tribute to those reflections where J? is odd* and it Is ob­
served that the Si. odd reflections are as strong as the 
even reflections* Therefore, they are in set (c). Sets (a) 
and (b) are at centers of symmetry but the perchlorate Ion 
has tetrahedral symmetry and» therefore, must lie in set (c) 
also* The line Oyi Is the intersection of two mirror planes 
and the two mirror planes in the perchlorate ^oup must 
coincide with those planes. This requires one group of oxy<* 
gen atoms (0^) to be In the elght»fold set (Qys) and the 
other group (Og) to be in another eight-fold set (xyi)» 
Slnoe there are only four benzene molecules in the unit cell 
their centers are in (a), (b), or (c). 
The signs of the phase factors for the (hOJ() reflec­
tions are completely determined by the silver and chlorine 
atoms and, therefore, one can immediately compute an electron 
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Table 1. Positions and Fomulas for Spaoe Group 
(0,0,0; 1/2,1/2,0) + 
1^.8 2/m (a 0,0,Oj 0,0,1/2. 
l|.i 2/ia (b 0,1/2,0? 0,1/2,1/2. 
i|.s mm (o 0,y,lAj 0,y,3A. 
8s 1 (d lAiiAfO? lAoA.oj 1A,1A.1/2J iA»3A.i/2 
8: 2 (e x,0,0j x,0,0j X,0,1/2; x,0,l/2. 
8: m {f 0,y»z! 0,f^zt 0,y,l/2-a| 0,y,l/2+8, 
8? m (s x»y»iAj Xfy,iAi x»y»3Aj 3c,y,3A. 
I 6 t  1 (h x»y»zj 3c»y»2i x»y»«J Xty.zj x,y,i/2-zi 
3c»yt 1/2+8? x,y,l/2+a; x,y,l/2-z. 
hfk 5 2n, i m A 2n F s 16 ^  fJ^OOS2TT HX|^ OOS2TT KY^^ OO82IT<25^. 
htk s 2n, s 2nfl P s»l6 ^  f^0082-n'hXj^ sln2Trkyj^ sln2TrJlZj^, 
^ (xyz)  m  1 
7 
r(OO82TTHX oos2Trky ooaSiTfiz -
0 0 0 * ^ , 
ain2TT hx 8in2Trky oos2TrJ<8),J 
p  (xyz)  Z  1 •M* 
V 
^ EO82TRHX OO82TRKY OOA2TR^A» 
0 0 0 
Ik 
density projection onto the (010) plane. The benzene rings 
were well resolved in the projection showing that their cen­
ters are in sat (a) and eight carbon atoms (C^) are in (e). 
The remaining carbon atoms (C^) are in the sixteen-fold 
general set (h). Approximate parameters for the silver and 
chlorine atoms were obtained from (hkO) and (Oicjt) Patterson 
vector-maps. Electron density projections onto the (001) 
and (100) planes were based on the phases of the silver and 
chlorine atoms. This enabled the positions of the lighter 
atoms to be determined approximately. The structure can be 
visualized as sheets of silver and perohlorata ions in a dis­
torted sodium chloride arrangement within a sheet. The 
sheets are separated by benzene molecules with each ring 
bonded to silver ions in neighboring sheets. 
Two-Dimenslonal Refinement of the Structure 
The parameters used at the beginning of the refinement 
(Table 2) were obtained from Goring's two-dimensional electron 
Table 2, Starting Parameters 
i y z_ 
Ag .000 .OlO .250 
CI .000 ,l}ii.2 .250 
01 ,000 .329 .XUl 
02 .152 .555 .250 
Cn .170 .000 .000 
Cg .083 .886 .067 
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density projections onto the (001), (010) and (100) planes* 
Booth's {1I4) method was used to obtain the centers of the 
peaks* 
If one assumes the correct space group to be Cmcm, 
the structure factor expressions for the (hOO) and (OOH) 
reflections are given by 
F(hOO) s + ^ci * 2fQ(l+oos2TihXQ^) + 2f^(cosSirhx^^ 
4 2oos2irhXg^)) 
F(00j?) z + f^- 2f^)co8TijJ * 2f eos2Ti!lz. + 
Ag C1 0 0 ©2 
2f^(l + 2oos2trilz^ ) 
0 C2 
It is seen that the calculated structure faotora for the (hOO) 
reflections are not very different from the (OOJJ) reflections* 
However, the observed higher order (hOO) reflections are much 
weaker than the corresponding (OOJ?) reflections* This indi­
cates either a highly anisotropic temperature factor in thii 
x-dlrection or a non-oentrosyrametrio space ©coup* The latter 
ease does not require the atoms to lie in two mirror planes* 
The space group Gmc2^ may be eliminated since this would allow 
silver, chlorine, and oxygen (0^) to have s parameters and 
would make the (OOjJ) reflections less intense than the (hOO) 
reflection, contrary to observation. Space group C2cm allows 
silver, chlorine, and oxygen (0^) to have x parameters which 
is consistent with the observed data. For an ordered structure 
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the silver atom can be placed arbitrarily at (Oj^) and 
chlorine and oxygen (0^) are now in the positions (xyi) 
and (xyz), respectively. The center of the benzene mole­
cule is no longer required to be at 000, but may be along 
the x-axis. Although this space group is non-centrosymmetrio, 
the (100) projection iscentrosymmetric and, therefore, this 
zone was refined first. The observed structure factors for 
this zone were average values of those obtained with CuK^, 
MoK<^ , and AgKpi^ radiation. 
Since the calculated structure factors, F,, are based 
' c * 
on atoms at rest and the observed structure factors, P^, are 
obtained from atoms in motion, must be modified by the 
Debye-Waller temperature factor, exp{-B sin 0/ A ), where 
B is 8Tr u J u is the mean square amplitude of vibration, 
A semi-log plot of P /P vs sln^O/ foi* this zone indicated 
c o 
B should be changed from 2.26A^ to 2,75A^. A new scale factor 
was also obtained and the R-factor, R s5Z ||FQ | - |FJ| /5~IF^| 
was lowered from 0.33 to 0.22, (For good data R z 0.10 is 
very satisfactory for a refined structure.) In this projec­
tion one set of oxygen atoms (Og) is directly beneath the 
heavy silver atom and their y-parameter la not known very 
accurately. An electron-density map (Pig, 2) was calculated 
with the silver atoms subtracted out. The oxygen atoms 
could th^n be located fairly accurately. There was also a 
small change in the chlorine position since it was near the 
silver atom in projection. An electron-density map was also 
Fig, 2 dtaslty onto (100) plane with 
tbt sllTifP a%0rffl« Cdaaotei toy K) aubfesjaotad out. 
fha dottad llaa i?mpwmm%M tto® sap® laval ©ontota*. 
Tha projaafeion of tha mt&m f©r tha whola eall la 
also sfetowB. fha aapboa, ©itygan, »llv«i», and ohlo*-
3el»a atOMs ai»a fapraaaatad toy eipelaa of Inaraaa-
Img alga in that oiPdar. 
o 
JoicM 
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computed, using calculated structure factors, and backshlft 
corrections were then applied. A semi-log plot of Pq/Pq was 
mads again but the temperature factor did not change from 
2 2,75A , In fact, B remained constant until individual tem­
perature factors were Included In the final stages of refine­
ment. The R-factor for this zone decreased to O.l^. In the 
meantime, the Intensities of more reliable data were Judged 
and, with the parameters determined previously, R decreased 
further to 0.11. 
A difference synthesis suggested a sizable shift In 
the z-parameter of the oxygen (0^) and a small shift in the 
y-parameter of chlorine. Structure factors were recalculated 
and the R-factor dropped to 0.097. 
As mentioned previously, the electron density projec­
tions of the (hkO) and (hOi) data are not oentro-symmetrio 
for the space group C2om, The chlorine and oxygen (0^) peaks 
in the (001) Fourier projections, based on Gmcm, were quite 
elongated In the x-directlon suggesting they should lie off 
the mirror planes about 1.^/60 to 2/60 of the unit cell edge. 
However, structure factors calculated with these positions 
did not Improve the agreement with the observed (hkO) reflec­
tions and actually made matters worse for some reflections. 
A trial and error procedure was begun and the silver atoms 
were moved off the mirror planes various amounts. Although 
some improvement was noted in the real part of the structure 
19 
factor, the Imaginary part nullified It. Also, oomblnatlons 
with all but the oarbon atoms In non-oentrosymmetrle positions 
were not satisfactory. However, It was noticed that if the 
silver atoms alone were moved off the mirror plane, and only 
the real part of the structure factor was considered, then 
the agreement between observed and calculated structure fac­
tors was greatly Improved. The best agreement was for 
X 8 0.030 (about 0.2$A), This was equally true for the (hOjJ) 
data. The fact that the imaginary part of the structure fac­
tor had to be neglected indicated a disordered arrangement 
of the silver atoms, and they could no longer be placed 
arbitrarily at 0y|. Half of the atoms were placed in xy^ 
and the other half in xyi. They can be considered as eight 
half-atoms in the eight-fold set (xy?) of the centro-symmetric 
space group Cmem. The oxygen (0^) and chlorine peaks in the 
(hkO) projection (Fig. 3) baaed on this structure were no 
longer elongated, and the projection as a whole was improved. 
The (hOJ?) projection (Fig, l|.) was not changed since the phases 
were still determined by the silver and chlorine atoms and 
these phases were unchanged. 
A few three-dimensional structure factors that were 
quite sensitive to the silver positions were calculated and 
in all cases the agreement with the observed values was im­
proved. It was felt that the structure was now accurate 
enough to begin a least squares analysis. 
Wg. 3 out® (001) plan®. 
20b 
Fig, Ii onfeo (010) plm9. 
21b 
C 
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Three-Dimensional Least Squares Analysis 
The least squares program Is based on Hughes method 
(15) where the true structure factors are expanded in terms 
of the calculated structure factors In a Taylor's series. 
The corrections are assumed to be small so that the "normal 
equations" are linear. If one includes the scale factor and 
individual temperature factors, the expansion Is 
FZ^= FI •+- AK + AXL + Y1 ^ AHt 
IK 
+ HISAZ;. J 
i i- hBl 
T 
where is the true structure factor and is usually set equal 
to P^j P is the structure factor calculated with the most o 0 
reliable pareunetersl Ak Is the scale factor correction} and 
AB^ Is the temperature factor correction of the i'th atom 
whose parameter corrections are AXj^, and 
The "'normal equations'* may be obtained from the "obser­
vational equation" above by minimizing the quantity 
N/FC n IE cF? 
HK5\ I ' 
with respect to the AU-t's , AP Z 
The effects of the higher order terms in the Taylor's 
expansion ara usually neglected* but it is felt that in some 
cases their neglect may not be justifiable* A digression on 
the second-order terms is included in the appendix. 
The least squares analysis was begun using the two-
23 
dlffltenslonal (Okj^) data, and an IBM-650 Magnetic Drum Coo-
put ar# The computational program wag furnished by Doctors 
Senko and Templeton of the University of California and In­
cludes the calculation of structure factors and allows 
Individual, but isotropic, toaperature factors to be used. 
The off-diagonal terms of the normal equations are neglected. 
After a few cycles the R-factor was lowered from O.O96 to 
0.086 and the resulting parameters were used to begin the 
three-dimensional refinement. 
Scale factors for the individual layer lines were 
obtained from swni-log plots of vs sin^®/X^ where the 
Fq»S had been calculated previously on the IBM-6oI^. electronic 
multiplier. The relation between the individual layers was 
approximately linear, and did not seem to indicate an overall 
anisotropic temperature factor. The B-factor calculated on 
the ZBM-6^0 at the beginning of the least squares refinement 
was 0.122, a value that is often acceptable as an indication 
of a completely refined structure. At the end of the first 
cycle the H-factor was 0.100 and after a few cycles remained 
about 0.0914^. It was noticed that the temperature factor of 
oxygen (0;^^) was steadily increasing and so two cycles were run 
with all the oxygen atoms in disordered positions slightly 
off the mirror planes. 
The oxygen atoms r«miained off the mirror planes and 
the t^perature factor of oxygen (0^) dropped from $.7 A^ to 
5.0 A^. The R-factor after the first cycle was again O.Oi^ 
2l^ 
and the structure refinement was oonsidered oomplete. 
A total of $22 reflections« Including some unobserved 
reflections« were used in the refinemsnt* A comparison of the 
observed and calculated structure factors is listed in Table 3, 
which also includes some two-dimensional (hkO) and (hOj) data. 
The scale factor, k, is l/l,6* 
The final parameters and standard deviations, including 
temperature faotors are listed in Table ij.. The standard devia­
tions for a given atom are larger in the x-direction than in 
the y- and z-directions, and this is attributed to a lack of 
data for large values of h as compared to k and H . Bond dis­
tances and standard deviations are given in Table $ along 
with some pertinent bond angles. A diagram of some of the 
bond distances and bond angles is illustrated in Fig. 5 end 
a color photograph of a model of the crystal structure is shown 
in Pig. 6. 
Appendix 
In a crystal structure refinement by the least squares 
procedure the question arises as to how accurately the structure 
must be known beforehand in order to insure convergence. After 
the preliminary structure determination by such methods as 
trial and error, vector maps, electron densities, etc., some 
parameters are known quite well while others are not known so 
wellfc It is perhaps instructive to consider the effect of 
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Table 3» Comparison of Caloulated and Observed 
Structure Factors 
Indices kPc Indices kPce""^ 
(OK^ 
(00 J) 
2 -130.9 118.9 
h +136.k 112.9 
6 -lol+.k 99.1 
8 h75.3 68.8 
10 -62.6 53.7 
12 +51.3 1+6.6 
Ik -18.3 19.8 
16 +2l|..6 2i|..0 
18 -10.8 10.1 
(02J?) 
+155.1+ 1W+.3 0 
1 -7.5 i^..9 
2 -100.0 100.3 
3 +85.U 89.5 
k +128.3 129.5 
5 -29.6 25.2 
6 -80.2 81.0 
7 431.5 31.5 
8 +66.6 71.6 
9 -22.6 20.9 
10 -38.7 >2.3 
11 -1.0 ^ 1+.9 
12 +37.1 33.6 
-13.7 11.3 
Ik -19.k 19.3 
15 +7.0 5.3 
16 +18.1 16.0 
17 -1.0 
18 -8.1+ S.k 
19 +k.5 6.0 
(oM) 
2l+,8 0 +20.9 
1 -67.7 72.0 
2 -1+2.5 1+5.1 
3 +58.9 58.2 
a +57.k 63.5 
5 -32.7 31.8 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
15 
16 
17 
18 
{ Q 6 X )  
0 
1 
2 
I 
6 
9 
11 
12 
15 
17 
(08;^) 
0 
1 
2 
I 
-LU.6 
«3.U 
•LIO.LI 
-30.1+ 
-7.3 
+17.2 
¥12.9 
-13.7 
-12.5 
+8.1 
-4.1% 
-3^0^ 
-19.0 
-23.8 
+39.7 
+18.1 
.6 
.6 
-2k  ( 
"26, (  
12.2 
32.7 
h^ .6 
25.0 
7.2 
18.1 
15.0 
LI4..L^ 
13.0 
9.3 
8.1 
^ IT.? )+.9 
5.6 
1|9.2 
11.5 
27.7 
8.9 
1^0.K 
22.6 
32.1 
1+.9 
19.2 
22.8 
h>9 
6.11 
7.2 
21.8 
21,8 
38.5 
16.8 
26.1 
23.3 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
Indices KF^e-M 
_Q- Indices KP«E"*'® 
6 
7 
8 
10 
11 
12 
15 
16 
17 
18 
(ONO'I) 
0 
01 
02 
0 '  
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
15 
(0«12.J^) 
+22.1 
+16.8 
-21.8 
+16.1 
+12.3 
-8.1 
—6.0 
fl2.1 
+5.0 
-2.9 
-20.1 
-7.U 
+31.1 
+12.0 
-20.6 
-3.9 
+18.8 
+6.6 
-18.1 
-7.3 
+11+.3 
+1.9 
-8.0 
+9.6 
+2.3 
< 
0 -13.9 
1 +1.0 < 
2 +13.i| 
3 +3.1 < 
k -10.9 
5 +2.1 < 
6 +ii+.o 
7 +1.0 < 
8 -6.ii 
9 -1.8 < 
16 +8.5 
11 -1.3 < 
12 -5.2 
19.7 
17.0 
20.7 
15.5 
12.2 
9.6 
n 
lu9 
21.5 
U.9 
29.2 
11.5 
21.8 
1|.9 
19.8 
h » 9  
17.6 
I4.9 
16.0 
i+.9 
8.9 
9.3 
U.9 
13.0 
iu9 
11.1 
IF.9 
10.1 
U.9 
111. 2 
h.9 
7.2 
i+.9 
7.5 
IF.9 
6.7 
(13i) 
0 
1 
2 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
? 15 
16 
17 
IB 
19 
(I5JE) 
0 
(IK^) 
(Hi) 
+li5.o 3 53.6 
1+ +56.1 55.3 
5 +5.1i- . ^'7 
6 -50.7 1+7*1 
7 +17.6 15.0 
8 +20.8 21.0 
9 -25.1 22.6 
10 -19.7 20.9 
11 +8.2 < 5.0 
12 +20.7 20.5 
13 -10.9 -9.9 
14 -6.7 8.7 
15 +5.7 6.2 
16 +12.1 ll+.O 
17 -1.9 < 5.0 
16 -i+.5 5.8 
+i|7.7 
—62 til 
-39.8 
+83.7 
+23.3 
-39.3 
-3.9 
+I46.6 
+30.6 
-1+2.9 
-LI;.7 
+21.1 
+12.3 
-23.8 
-8.6 
+15.2 
+I|..K 
-7.1+ 
-3.3 
+8.5 
-1.0 
I 
I16.8 
68.6 
29*1| 
1|2.7 
7.0 
52.9 
3.9 
8.li 
16.2 
18.6 
13. 
22 
10.7 
16.5 
6.7 
7.0 
5.0 
7.5 
^ 5.0 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
Indices KFPE"^ F. Indlo es kF^e-'M F 
6 +i+,i+ < 5.0 
7 +10.5 13.2 
8 -8.8 9.2 
9 -9.2 11.1+ 
10 +3.5 < 5.0 
11 +6.8 6.8 
0 -6.6 8,0 
1 +2.8 < 5.0 
2 *9.1 9.6 
3 +3.5 < 5.0 
k -6.7 8.7 
1 
2 
I 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
15 
16 
17 
(17^) 
0 
1 
2 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
15 
16 
(19 J0 
0 
1 
2 
-^8.8 
-16,9 
+58.5 
+18.3 
-65.t 
+1.7 
+1|.6.9 
+18.3 
-32.S 
-1.0 
+29.7 
+3.1; 
-20.ii 
-6.3 
+15.6 
+1.0 
-11.1+ 
68.6 
16.1 
63.8 
16.2 
72.5 
5.0 
U8.7 
21^..2 
3U.6 
5.0 
3i;.3 
5.0 
22.0 
6.1+ 
17.3 
5.0 
10.5 
-1.0 5.0 
-U6.1+ 50.5 
+7.3 < 5.0 
+27.6 31.1 
+2.6 < 5.0 
-39.2 i+3.0 
+1.0 < 5.0 
+27.7 27.7 
-1.7 5.0 
-20.7 6.6 
+3.3 < 5.0 
+21+.1 25.8 
+1.0 < 5.0 
-11.5 12.7 
+1.9 5.0 
+9.2 10.1+ 
+1.0 < 5.0 
+1.7 5.0 
-15.0 13.6 
+13.5 11.6 
•+13.9 1I+.2 
-8.2 5.0 
-11.5 10.1+ 
(20i) 
8 
10 
12 
18 
(22i) 
0 
1 
2 
I 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
(2k.g) 
15 
+6L4.,6 
-80.1 
+1+8.7 
-55.0 
+34.5 
-21,3 
+16.8 
-11.7 
^67.9 
+6.0 
-85.1 
^0.1 
+68.2 
-I9.U 
-68.8 
^17.7 
+1+0.3 
-11.3 
-37.2 
+1.0 
-20.1+ 
+5.U 
61.9 
75.0 
1^5.7 
52.1 
31.3 
21.5 
18.2 
10.5 
61^.2 
7.5 
81+.6 
18.2 
7U.1 
16.9 
1+7.5 
12.0 
37.6 
6.0 
26.9 
8.1 
21.8 
6.0 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
Indio es KP^e-W Indices KF^e •M 
16 
17 
18 
(2U) 
0 
1 
2 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
15 
16 
(26i) 
fl2.5 
-1.1 
"9*14-
ll+.O 
6,0  
8.6 
+3.0 < 6.0 
-36.3 ^6.0 
-39.6 
+28.7 32.6 
+28.7 31.6 
-15.5 18.2 
-2IJ..1 23.3 
+18.6 l6.k 
+20.0 Ik. 6 
-19.0 18.1 
•12.8 13.6 
-12.2 13.5 
+6.8 10.2 
-9.1 10.6 
-12.1 13.1+ 
•5.8 6.6 
+3.0 < 6.0 
0 -9.5 11.5 
1 -30.2 29.7 
2 ^1.0 < 6.0 
3 +17.i| 16.5 
k -1U.3 12.1 
5 -2)4., 6 23.6 
6 +9.1 10.6 
7 +17.2 21.1 
8 -5.1 < 6.0 
9 -12.7 1I+.2 
10 •1*7 ^ 6.0 
11 +lI+.8 15.U 
12 -5.0 < 6.0 
-6.9 < 6.0 
ih +1.0 5.5 
15 •5.1+ < 6.0 
16 -3.1^ < 6.0 
17 -5.1 7.3 
18 •1.0 4. 6.0 
(28 J?) 
0 
1 
2 
1 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1? 
15 
(2.10' 
0 
1 
2 
I 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
111 
15 
(2.12.^) 
0 
1 
2 
I 
5 
6 
7 
-21.6 
-154 
+22.6 
N3.7 
-23.3 
-18.1 
+13.6 
+12.3 
-19.5 
-7.7 
•10.2 
•8.5 
-9.5 
-9.0 
+7.5 
fli.l 
-20.0 
-6.8 
•19.6 
•8.8 
-18.8 
-1;.3 
+12.5 
•5.5 
-15.8 
-5.6 
+9.7 
+2.1+ 
-8.5 
+6.3 
+1.9 
-12.2 
-1.0 
+8.6 
+2.7 
-10.1+ 
+1.0 
+8.8 
+1.1 
2U.3 
1U.6 
27.0 
13.8 
25.U 
16.8 
111.7 
1I+.3 
18.1 
7.5 
lO.U 
6.6 
11.0 
7.0 
7.1 
:  6 .0  
20.8 
6.1 
22.3 
8 . 8  
19.1 
,  6 .0 
13.7 
.  6 . 0  
17.5 
. 6.0 
LO.U 
.  6 .0  
8.7 
7.5 
:  6.0 
12.1+ 
< 6.0 
8.5 
< 6.0 
10.0 
^ 6.0 
8.7 
<. 6.0 
2 
I 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Ik 
15 
16 
17 
18 
3J? 
0 
1 
2 
i 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
S 
16 
17 
55 J? 
0 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
KF^E-®® Indio ea kF^e -M 
(3KI) 
-7)4.0 
+27.7 
fii.7.0 
-1)4.7 
-55.7 
•17.^ 
421,8 
-18.0 
-2k. 6 
+12.3 
+10.7 
-7.5 
-12,8 
•)+.6 
+5.0 
-3.2 
-5.3 
+14.0.2 
-75.5 
-53.2 
•68,3 
+1U.3 
-5)4.3 
-26.9 
•Ml-. 8 
fill, 8 
-35.3 
-21.k 
+25.6 
+7.2 
-18 .U 
-8.7 
+12,1| 
+2,2  
-8 ,2  
9IT.2 
23.1 
)47.if 
11.2 
55.U 
15.7 
19.1;. 
15.5 
25.3 
9.1 
12,k 
7.0 
13.8 
6.5 
7.3 
6.5 
9.5 
k^ .6 
75.5 
53.7 
68,5 
12,0 
56.3 
26,1 
)I9,L4 
IK,8 
38.7 
21,9 
2i4..2 
7.5 
16.1 
8.3 
1)4.7 
6.5 
9.3 
1 -61,2 62,9 
2 
3 
-17.5 
+63.7 
16,6 
63,2 
k •3.6 < 6,5 
5 -58.9 6I4.7 
5 -13.7 15.2 
7 
8 
+)i5.i; 
+2,0 
h h > 3  
6,7 Q 
-33.0 35.0 
10 -7.9 9.0 
11 +25.3 23.8 
12 •1.0 < 6,5 
-19.1 19.1 
Ik -k.9 < 6.5 
15 +13.5 13.2 
16 +1.0 < 6.5 
(37j?) 
0 
1 
2 
5 
6 
7 
8 
10 
11 
12 
i-
15 
(39^) 
0 
1 
2 
4-1.0 < 6.5 
-12,8 
-1+1.0 
+1,0 
•35.8 
-7.0 
-31.5 
-1,8 
+27.1 
•"6,2 
+1.0 
+17.3 
-3.3 
-11.9 
-1.0 
+8.3 
-11.II. 
-13.7 
•6,5 
•12.i| 
+12,5 
< 6.5 
)42.6 
6,6 
38.5 
< 6.5 
3)4.9 
^ 6.5 
8,1 
< 6,5 
< 6,5 
17.6 
^ 6,5 
13.1 
< 6.5 
7.8 
7.7 
11,2 
< 6.p 
12,k 
7.8 
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Tabl« 3 (Continued) 
Indices kF^e"^ Fo 
5 -10.6 8.0 
6 +5.1+ < 6.5 
7 +9.3 10.2 
8 -8.3 7.1 
9 -7.9 8.7 
10 +2.2 < 6.5 
(3'11»J?) 
8.7 0 -10.2 
1 fl.8 < 6.5 
2 +6.3 < 6.5 
3 -1.0 < 6,i 
1+ -9.1 7.1+ 
Indioos KFG E-FL F, 
(l+kj?) 
(l+oi) 
+1^0.1 33.6 
6 
8 
"p.k 33.9 
•1+0.8 1+1.9 
10 -32.0 26.8 
12 +20.2 18.9 
Ik -19.2 18.3 
16 +8.8 10.0 
18 -8.1+ 8.9 
(1+2 i) 
30.1+ 0 +33.9 
1 +1.0 < 7.3 
2 -1+7.0 1+9.1 
3 -1.9 8.7 
438.9 32.6 
5 -17.0 16.7 
6 -38.3 1+1.0 
7 4.I1.6 < 7.3 
8 +26.8 29.1 
9 +1.8 7.3 
10 -23.5 25.9 
11 +5.0 < 7.3 
12 +15.7 1I+.2 
-1.0 ^ 7.3 
iC -II+.I+ 1I+.8 
15 
16 
0 
1 
2 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
(h6Jl) 
(1+8 J^) 
0 
1 
2 
§ 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
+1.8 
+8.3 
•*16.2 
-13.3 
-22.6 
4^.7 
+U.9 
-6.3 
-10.6 
+6.6 
46.8 
-19.2 
-5.9 
411.5 
410.1 
-11+.2 
-6.9 
46.8 
-9.14-
-5.5 
+8.3 
42.6 
7.3 
8.3 
15.8 
ijll 
< 7.3 
20.3 
4 7.3 
7.7 
7.3 
7.3 
7.3 
13.2 
7.1+ 
8.8 
< 
4. 
0 
-1.9 ^ 7.3 
1 -8.7 7.5 
2 43.9 7.3 
3 413.1 7.1+ 
1+ -9.6 8.8 
5 -U.5 ^ 7.3 
6 +3.1 ^ 7.3 
7 V7.9 8.0 
8 
-6.1+ 7.1+ 
9 -8.8 10.1+ 
10 41.0 < 7.3 
20.6 
^ 7.3 
11.3 
10.1 
11+.U 
<. 7.3 
7.& 
7.U 
7.1+ 
8 .1 
7.1+ 
H 1-4 r-t CO r-1 fOO_=tO COf-l O O i-l 
GC r-! CO CO CO vO OC CNCO r-1 CO OD CD CD 
evj m CJ r-4 CO 
V V V V 
XAiH *-l ocom.vo Or-I r>-i>-_=j-o o 
• •• CJ I-I OvXAUNCJirvj^irx, owoco H r^ i e V " + r O I C J  I r - l l i - 4  +  I -• I -* 
CV »-» O O r-t«:d^XACKO O O CJ 0_d-0 rOO 
CJ Ooo CJCO CJ 0\-:±c0 r-t CO C\J CO CJ CO 0\c0 CJ _d- CJ CM r-t 
oooo_::t-n-«*MAO C*-0 OvO>:d'CJ O 
t^CO_:d"U\r-r-CO_d"r-l O CJ CVi "UA CVJ CJ CO CO 
r-tCJ+rO-l-CJ 1CVI-IT\I Ii-4-tr-4'+-»"». i I I •«> I 
O r  ^O r-t CJ CJ O 
CO r-1 CO OCO r-ICC 
<M fO r^ 
sf \ / > / V  
OOO 
« • • • « • •  
r^CO r-llrud-»-l r-t 
-• *-l -t- CJ -t r-4 I •* I 
CJ t^CO CNO r-1 CJ l*V=t-Xr\ *^0 r-4 CM rO_=)-tf\vO t^CO OO r-« OJ r0_:t'lA'O r-t CJ 
r-4 f-4 f—4 r-^ \A r~4 r-H i—I r~t r-4 r*-l r— 
"lA lA 
CO CO CO r^O J-cniAOsmco 
vo r^oi r^co 
rH r-^ 1-4 i—• 
M V 
CO CO C- r-1 CO 
' • • • • • • • • • • •  lAtA.o roi-fmo poco CJ r^ 
r - 4 l r - t 4 > r ^ t r - 4 4 ' l  I *  I + I -•• 
r  ^O r-t CJ ro«=fU>0 t~CO Ov O 
• r-4 
CO rooo roosrooo 
•  • • • • • •  GO t^CD r-QD r- c-
V N/ V 
CM-:^trNO OSCMVO 
•  • • • « « «  VO CJVO r-tVD OJ_rJ-t I I t •t' 
CJ 
r-t O r-t CM t»V=i-\A>0 # 
-=!• 
v O O r O O O r - f r - t r ^ O O r ^ O O O  
•  • • • • • » • • • • • • • •  
^CO O r-CO CO \0 CO CO rococo coco 
r-t CJ r-t r-t 
V V V 
^CMAt-O CJVOCO O CJ CJ_:d-0\ro 
•  • • • « • • • • • * « • •  
-^CJ r-t r-t 00 r-IAr-l r-<_::tCJ_:i C\i 
r - t + O J r - t l - l " r - t l  I I • -I-
«><CJ t-OD CNO r-t CJ rOJ-IA 
r-t r-t r-t r-t r-t r-t 
XTI 
XA^O 
• • OnVO 
CJ_RF 
CM\A 
• • CO CN CJ CO 
-*• I 
*=»<O «-T 
RO 
LA 
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Table 3 (Qontlnuad) 
Indloes KP^E -M Indloas KF-« 0 
"•M P-
7 +15.3 lk.8 
8 +3.1+ < 8.0 
9 -15.3 16.0 
10 •tl.5 < 8.0 
11 +6.1 8.1 
12 +1.1 <- 8.0 
13 -8.7 9.11. 
(hkO) 
{6k0) 
1+5.1 0 +39.8 
2 +35.9 31.5 
u •26.7 2I+.3 
6 +k.o 5.5 
8 -iU.o 13.5-
{7k0) 
18.7 1 -20.0 
3 t3.5 3.7 
5 +10.3 12.8 
7 +3.6 U.5 
(8k0) 
0 43.6 13.2 
2 +I4.6 7.5 & +3.9 3.2 
6 -3.0 3.1 
8 -8.2 7.1 
(9k0) 
IU.2 1 -15.8 
3 -8.9 1^.5 
5 -2.0 < 3.0 
(lO.k.O) 
0 •2.1 
(HOJ?) 
3.6 
8 
10 
12 
ih 
(80J^) 
0 
2 
8 
10 
-U6.3 
fi^3.2 
-13.8 
-15.0 
FL5.3 
-13.0 
43.9 
-20.1 
:!:S 
+10.1 
-7.3 
37.5 
36.0 
8.5 
14.1.8 
9.6 
8.1 
12.5 
II4..0 
7.2 
8.0 
S.LJ. 
6.I^ 
(601) 
0 tUo.i 36.0 
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Tabla i|, Pinal Papameters and Standard Davlatlons 
AG 
G1 
OL 
C, 
.0313 * .0003 
0 
.0258 * .0027 
.11^68 4 .0013 
.1720 t .0017 
.08IX t .0010 
y 
.0^37 * .0001 
,1414.68 i .0003 
.3I4.22 i .0018 
.514.88 i .0008 
0 
• 88714. t .0007 
I 
I 
,1511 i .0017 
.26I47 4 .0009 
0 
,0687 t .0005 
B 
2,63 a' 
2,kO 
5.07 
3.1^5 
2,60 
2.29 
Tablo 5. Bond Dlatanoaa and Bond Angles 
S2,1496 t 0,( 2.63I4. t 0,1 a (2,1496 t .006 A °2 • ^ 2 ^ .008 Cj - Cg .I.I427 4 0.010 
a (2.658 i 0.016 CI - 0 1.144 • 0.018 
AG - 0,^ ^ 
^(2,701 4 0.016 01 • Og 1.508 4 0,009 
a (2.680 4 0.011 0, • CI - 0, 106.3® 
*8 - OJ) ' .. ' 
Ag - 01 I4..79I4 • «• 0.002 
3,2y f 0.002 
3.990 i 
0
 
0
 
•
 
0
 
li.,5(^ • 0.003 
Oil ^ Og - CI - O2 113,2* 
Ag - Ba ring 101.0® 
Bz - Ag - Ba 118.8® 
^ Cg . c^ . Cg 115,7® 
" ^2 * ^ 2 ^^^*3** 
^ho diffareneta In bond distanoos In similar bonds are 
due to the disordered positions of silver. 
Pig, g lBt«gra» of hotkA dlgtanota and feoed anglaa. Tha 
d©tt#d ©iJptlts ladteata the altarnata posltlona 
of til® allvai" and mfgm atoms baoauaa of tha 
dlaojpdar in th« struetura* 
1.354 
KjJ 
Fig, 6 Coloi* phofcogpaph of a modol of the orysfcal 
struetur® or ths sllvtjp perchlopatd-berizene 
eompltx. 
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nagldotlQg the higher order terms in the least squares analy-
sis with regard to the inacouratel? known parameters* 
Including individual isotropic temperature factor 
oorreotions and the seoond-order parameter oorreotions* the 
observational equation is 
aF =: (F^- = IK Ak 4- HiK aBc + niK AX: 
' H ^ Ik  
i t ' 2. t. ^"2; 2. I 5  ^
+ Zifc AX;A«j- + 2r&! A4;.A2:i+ Ai^AXt. 
The weighting factor for each reflection has been omitted for 
convenience. 
Assuming a center of symmetry only, the structure factor 
expression is 
-F^I'  ^I ® FJ^«XP(*B^SIN^©/X®)COS2TT {HXJ^*KYJ_FJ?ZJ^), 
therefore, 
!|P,ABj = -.In'o PjAB^f , » 
^ V X2 / 
^ z -2 tr^h'^Fj, AXj^Ay^^ s -li."!! ^hkP^^AXj^ Ay^^. 
"Tx| ^3Ci^yi 
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Th« obawvatlonal aquation may be written as 
Fq S Fj^|"l + k • 2¥^(hA.Xj f kAyj_ - sln^e^^Bj^ 
V 
H +ZI " aln^®yABl 
2 J 1 bxj ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ 
"1 
Note that the saoond»ordar paramatar tarma are always of tha 
same sign* 
Tha relative magnitude of the oorreotlons to may be 
found by oonslderlng a case not too unreal such as tha (10*0*0) 
reflection of an orthorhomblo crystal with an a^^ lattice con­
stant of 10.0 A, Suppose AXj^sO.Ol and ^B^a-l.O, than 
2TT^h2Ax® 20,20, sin^OAB,>0.25, and ifsln^fiVABfeo, 031 
that is, the second-order parameter terms are of the same magni­
tude as the first-order temperature factor terms. The effect 
will be even mora pronounced for the higher order reflections. 
It is seen that tha second-order terms can be compensated by 
artificially increasing the temperature factor. 
The n normal equations are obtained by minimising the 
quantity > . 
myr  ^ ui ; 
where F s F^ - ^  Fj^jl - 2TT^(hAXj^ + ^^^i , 
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hkjl \ 1 / Uxjj J 
and 
is the equation. 
fhe seoond-opder corrections are also contained In AFj (uy^ 
has been set equal to to denote that this Is a position 
parameter* for these are the variables which may require 
seoond»order corrections*) For the case 
Fj^af fcCosa TT (faXj^+kyk+Jlak ^ » 
Z -2TThf j^sln2Tr(hx^fky^+58j^) 
and the above equation may be written {for the hOO) reflections) 
- AF\ (2Trhf^,) (-sln21T hX|, + 2tt hA x^Q082Tr hx, ) • 
hGDVr Juj  ^
It Is seen then that the terms due to the second-order correc­
tions are perhaps a little less than the off-diagonal elements 
of the above equation but are of the same order of magnitude. 
If the off-diagonal terma can be neglected then the second-
order corrections can be omitted also, except possibly for the 
corrections contained In A F, 
The relation between an artificial temperature factor 
correction, and the second-order terms may be expressiNi 
+  ® \ a B '  _  S t t ®  f h ( a  a x ) *  •  k ( b A T ) ^  •  ( o A * ) ^ \  
2 2 2 ^ 
or AB»^ Sir C Au where 6 and Au are mean values of the 
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lattle« constant and pai*amet«p correction^ For S 10 A 
and Au ^ 0.010 AB»JtO,8 A^, 
Slnoa one of the main advantages of the linear least 
squares procedure Is Its adaptability to high speed computers 
It does not seem advisable to include higher order corrections 
In the normal equations except as they appear In the term A F. 
If they are neglected altogether« then It would seem advisable 
not to refine temperature factors» particularly Individual 
factors, until the position parameters are fairly well refined. 
It may be advantageous to Include the 8eoond<»order corrections 
as an artificial temperature correction but not to apply this 
value to the structure factor calculations of the next cycle. 
One can subtract the artificial correction from the real cor­
rection by using the Ax»8 of each cycle. This probably would 
be necessary only for the first two or three cycles at most. 
If one Is doing a least squares analysis with a desk 
oalculator and» therefore. Is unable to carry out many cycles 
of reflnraent, the above discussion may be helpful, particular­
ly If a few corrections are large and do not converge rapidly. 
Discussion of the Structure 
In order to obtain good agreement with the observed 
data It was necessary to modify the contributions of the 
silver atoms to the calculated structure factore. This was 
accomplished by multiplying the silver atom contributions 
by oos2TThx where x s .0313. The result Is equivalent to 
placing the four silver atoms In the eight-fold set (xyi) 
ko 
In a random manner. It may be argued that an anlsotroplo 
temperature factor (exponential function) for the silver 
atoms would also give good agreement with the observe! data» 
and this is probably true for low values of h# Unfortunate­
ly, the least squares program used In this investigation was 
not designed for the refinement of anlsotroplo temperature 
factors. 
However, a cosine function gives good agp?eement for 
low and high orders of h while an exponential function (tem­
perature factor) gives good agreement for either the low 
orders or the high orders of h but not both, and this indi­
cates that the equilibrium positions of the silver atoms are 
truly off the mirror planes. 
This question could probably be decided more convinc­
ingly If (hkO) data, taken at liquid nitrogen temperatures, 
were available since the thermal motion of the silver atoms 
should be quite sensitive to the temperature. 
It Is not readily apparent why the silver atoms should 
lie slightly off the mirror planes (or why their thermal mo­
tion should be much larger in the x-dlrectlon If this should 
be the case). The coordination about a sliver atom In the 
neighborhood of the x s 0 plane Is fairly compact. On one 
side of the silver atom It Is coordinated to four carbon 
atoms at the approximate distance 2,$$ A and on the other side 
to two oxygen atoms at about 2,68 A, If the silver atoms were 
In the mirror plane the silver-oxygen distances In the x-
direction would be 2,9k whereas. It actually Is 3»20 A on 
one side and 2,68 A on the other. It is not believed, how­
ever, that this Is an Indication of silver-oxygen bonding 
because the distances are still quite long* 
Helaahola and Levlne (16) have attributed the color of 
silver phosphate, silver arsenate, Ag^AsO^, to 
sliver-oxygen bonding, but there the silver-oxygen distances 
are 2*3^ A* It is perhaps significant that the abovs authors 
found It necessary to ascribe a large anisotropic thermal 
t&otlon to the silver atoms In order to obtain good agreement 
with the observed Intensities. This matter Is probably worthy 
of further Investigation. 
The perchlorate ion is somewhat distorted from an Ideal 
tetrahedron with unequal chlorine-oxygen distances, 01-0^ * 
l.i|l|. A and Cl-Og s 1*51 A, as well as unequal bond angles, 
0^-Cl-O^ • 106.3® and Og-Cl-Og a 113.2®. The shorter Cl-0 
bond occurs on the side of the ion with the shortest sllver«» 
chlorine distance and is probably due to polarisation by the 
silver ion. Similar bond distances and bond angles exist in 
the perchlorate Ion in potassium perchlorate (17). 
It is not possible to say at this time whether the oxy­
gen atoms are truly off the mirror planes in disordered posi­
tions or whether the motion of the perchlorate group is aniso­
tropic, slnee the oxygen atoms do net influence the intensities 
of the reflections as much as the silver atoms. However, it 
would not be surprising if the displaced oxygen atoms in this 
k2 
oas« represent a true thermal motion, for many perohlorate 
Ions are believed to undergo free rotation In solids at higher 
temperatures, and recently It has been shown (18) that the 
perohlorate group In the silver perohlorate-dloxane complex 
Is rotating at room tttsperature. 
An Interesting result of the three-dlmentlonal refine* 
ment Is the distortion of the benzene molecule by the erystal 
field. Instead of 120® for all the Interior angles of the 
ring, two are 115»6° and four are 129The distance be­
tween the two carbon atoms In the ring nearest the silver atoas 
is 1.3^ A, while the neighboring carbon-carbon distance is 
l«l4.3 A, The carbon-carbon distances In free benzene are all 
1,39 A, which Is Intermediate between a single-bond distance 
of iSh A and a double-bond distance of 1,33 A, 
In substltuted-benzenes It Is not unusual to have dif­
ferent carbon-carbon distances and this Is generally attributed 
to the electron-accepting or electron-donating property of the 
substituted group. The carbon-carbon bond in benzene is de­
fined to have $0^ single-bond character and double-bond 
character. If the electron density in one of the carbon-carbon 
bonds of the ring Is Increased there Is a decreasa In the 
carbon-carbon distance corresponding to more than ^0^ double-
bond character In the bond. The opposite Is true If the 
electron density In the bond Is decreased. 
Although the sliver Ion Is considered to be an electron-
acceptor In the silver perchlorate-benzene complex, the small 
1+3 
amount of charge that Is believed to be transferred from the 
ring to the Ion Is not expected to change the bond distances 
appreciably, and even If they were altered it would be In the 
opposite direction to that observed. 
Since the 7T -electrons of the benzene molecule are known 
to be quite mobile, a likely explanation for the change In 
bond distances in the molecule may be the polarization of the 
TT^electrons by the positive silver ions on opposite sides of 
the molecule* The situation is considered analogous to a 
metallic ring with positive charges on each side of, but lying 
off the axis of the ring* Electrons move to the sections of 
the ring nearest the positive charges resulting in an increase 
of electron density* There is, of course, a decrease in elec­
tron density in the regions farther from the positive charges. 
In the case of bensene the inorease of electron density 
in the bonds nearest the silver Ions results In a shortening 
of the bond distances, as observed* The other carbon-carbon 
bonds are lengthened because of the decrease in their electron 
density* 
According to valence bond theory (19), the short and 
long bonds correspond to 77^ and 30^ double-bond character, 
respectively* In molecular orbital terminology (20) the short 
bond has a bond order of 1*80 and the long bond a bond order 
of l.$5. The bond order of bens-ene is 1*67* 
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LATTICL ENSR0IS3 
Qualitative Sstlmates 
The lattice energy of simple lonlo crystals has been 
considered extensively by Born and Mayer (21). Although their 
treatment Is semi-empirical they have obtained excellent agree­
ment for the alkali halldes and quite satisfactory results 
for more complicated cases. 
This Investigation follows closely the work of Mayer (22) 
on the silver halldes. His expression for the total lattice 
energy In ergs/molecule Is 
H  •  -  —  -  ^  ^  +  B ( r )  •  J h A )  .  
r r8 
The above terms are discussed In more detail In later sections. 
The dominant term is the electrostatic energy (often called 
the Madelung energy) due to the attraction of the positive 
and negative ions considered as point charges. It is well 
known, however, that when two ions (also atoms and molecules) 
with closed-shell electronic structures are brought closer 
together than their equilibrium distance, strong repulsive 
forces come into play, and the finite size of the Ions must 
be considered. These repulsive forces are of exponential 
form and are contained In B(r), and although B(r) is an empiri­
cal expression, its form does have a quantum mechanical basis. 
The attractive energies -C/r^ and -D/r® are the van der Waals 
energies. They are due to the London dispersion forces caused 
hj induced dipole-induoed dipole and induced dipole-induoed 
quadf&pole interactions* In moleoular-type crystals where 
the lattice energies are small, higher terms than the above 
are sometimes inoluded* The term is the zero point energy 
of the lattice vibrations and is very small and often neg* 
lected. It is about 1 kcal/mole for the silver halides and 
is neglected in the calculations below. 
In the old Born (23) theory only the attractive 
Madelung energy and a repulsive energy of the form b/r" were 
considered. It was found that n varied from about 6 to 12 
in extreme oases but was about 9 in most cases. Using a few 
thermodynamic relations Born found that the lattice energy of 
many simple ionic solids could be expressed as 
For most of these compounds, then, the lattice energy could 
be estimated as about 90% of the electrostatic energy, an ap­
proximation that is often of value today, 
Kapustinski (2l(.} has shown that one can obtain reliable 
estimates of the lattice energy of ionic crystals containing 
complex ions, such as the perchlorate and the sulphate ions, 
even if their crystal structures are unknown. The compounds 
are considered to have the sodium chloride arrangement, and 
all that is necessary are their effective radii. His empiri­
cal lattice energy expression is based on the Born-Mayer 
U6 
theory and la given by 
NZ.Z, / 0,3W \ 
Where n Is the number of Ions In the moleoule* and are 
their lonlo valenoes a^d r^^ and r^ are their lonlo radii 
based on O^oldaohmldt^s soale. 
In many Instanoes experimental lattice energies oan 
be obtained from the Born-Haber cycle, and with the aid of 
the above equation, ^thermochemloal** radii may be obtained 
for complex Ions* This has been done by Kapustlnskl and 
Yatslmlrsky (25) for many oomplex tetrahedral Ions Including 
the perchlorate Ion whose '*thermooh«ailoal'* radius has been 
found to be 2,36 A, 
The approximate lattice energy of anhydrous silver 
perchlorate using the above formula is I69 kcal/mole. The 
radius used for the silver Ion Is that given by Mayer (2 2) 
(r tt 0*92 A) In his Investigation of the silver halldes, cor» 
rected to the Goldschmldt scale. 
This method cannot be used for the silver perchlorate-
bensene complex slnoe the silver and perchlorate Ions alone do 
not represent a lattice In equilibrium, and the expression Is 
not suited for a complex structure of this nature. 
An estimate of the sllver-bensene Interaction may be 
obtained by assuming that It Is approximately equal to the 
heat of formation of the complex plus the electrostatic energy 
1+7 
required to expand the anhydrous silver perohlorate lattloe 
to the volume observed for the benzene complex. The Madelung 
// ' • 
energy for oublo silver perohlorate Is 16? koal/mole and the 
Madelung energy for the expanded lattloe Is 126 koal/mole; a 
ohange In Madelung energy of 14.1 koal/mole. The heat of forma-, 
tlon given by Tlddlesby and Sharpe{ll) Is 8.1 koal/mole. The 
Interaction of silver with one benzene ring Is therefore about 
koal/mole. This Includes van der Waals, polarisation, and 
eharge-transfer energies. 
The electrostatic lattloe energy of spherically symmet-
rlo non-overlapping charge distributions Is given by 
where e Is the electronlo charge; and are the valences 
of the s*th and t*th Ions respeotlvely; y Is the number of lens 
In the unit oell; and the primes on the summations Indloate 
that the oases sat are to be excluded v $ 0), The 
factor ^ arises from the faot that each pair of Ions Is counted 
twloe In the double summation. 
Expressed In a form better suited for computation, the 
above equation can be written 
Madelung Bnergy 
ergs/molecule 
a-1 t«l r st 
where R 
OO 
Is the Madelung oonatant, henoe the name Madelung energy, 
and la a parameter usually taken to be some convenient dls-
tanoe in the unit cell («.&.» oube root of the molecular vol-
ume, oatlon»anlon distance^ etc«)« 
Although R Is a slowly converging series* Ewald (26) fi 
has expressed It in terms of two rapidly converging series 
R s R^^^ • R^^^ 
S 8 8 
where 
R (1) • 1 
TT V: 
^HKI^HK;«®*P 
•rrK  ^
- TT **0 
H^HK^ 
FAN 
TTF. 
and 
R ' r  =  1 1 .  
^O ^ 7^  
The first sum is over all values of hkj[, the Miller indices. 
S hkje is the geometrical structure factor defined by 
hkA 
4 
r ^ Zj exp -2Trl{hXj • ky^ 
where x,, j , and z are the coordinates of the j'th Ion rela-
^ J 4 2 
tlve to the s'th Ion; d^^^^ is the Interplaner distance for the 
hkj?*th plane and Is related to the Bragg angle of x-ray re» 
flection by l/d^ z l}.sln^©/ X,^ for a given wave length A s 
r^j Is the oube root of the unit cell volume; and is an 
k9 
apbltrary parameter which determines the rate of convergence 
of the above series; .Q. Is the error function defined by 
Jtt J 
N m-. ^  \ 'J Q 
2 
exp(-x )dx 
In the case of the sodium chloride structure fewer than 
ten terms In both series are necessary to give an accuracy In 
Aj, to five significant ffgures. Computational errors can be 
ascertained by oaloulatlng the above series with another value 
of • 
The Madalung constant for the silver perchlorate-benaene 
complex was calculated from the following expressions: 
1 ^  2 EXPC-ILTR^R^8LN^9/X\^) F 
S" sil Z73 , 2^/^2 I ^ 
TTR^ ALN^0/^^ L 
ScosTTi! cosl^Trlcy. "•l6oo82-rrk(y^,-y. ) 
Ag CI Ag 
'l6eosTri +8oosTri oos14.tt ky^^ J 
1 z, R'^'S 1 EL IIUKI + H 1WLL_2IZ il=M 
Ag-Ag **Ag.Ag Cl-Cl ^Gl-Cl Ag-Cl ^'Ag-Ol 
^0 
Th.« valu« a 3.U533 obtained was only about 1^ smaller than 
the Madelung constant for the sodium chloride structure which 
Is 3.^952. 
Anhydrous silver perchlorate exists In two forms. The 
high temperature modification (27) >150°G) has the sodium 
chloride structure where the perchlorate ions are either ro­
tating or statistically arranged to exhibit cubic symetry, 
and the low-temperature form (28) has the orthorhomblc calcium 
sulphate structure. The Madelung constant for the latter 
structure has been calculated by Sakamoto (29) and is 3.376, 
The Madelung ^aergles for the three structures are listed below, 
121+.2 kcal/mole 3.1^53 9.21 A AgClOj^-C^H^ 
167.2 3.^95 6,93 AgClOj^ (HaCl) 
162,0 3.376 6,89 ^SCIO^ (Ca30|^) 
It is seen that the Madelung energies of the two forms 
of silver perchlorate are not very different, and it is as­
sumed that the difference in their total lattice energy is also 
small, (The heats of transition for similar compounds are 
about 3 kcal/mole,) The lattice energy of the cubic form is 
much simpler to calculate due to Its high symmetry and may 
well be more reliable sinee the Interatomic distances in the 
orthorhomblc phase are not known precisely. 
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Dispersion Energy 
There are small attractive forces that exist between 
neutral, non-polar molecules which are explained by an inter­
action between the Instantaneous dlpole moments of the mole­
cules* Although the average dlpole moment Is zero* at any 
Instant the electron configuration in one molecule results In 
an Instantaneous dlpole moment which induces a dlpole moment 
(proportional to l/r^) In the neljc^borlng molecules. It is 
the interaction of these moments which gives rise to the l/r^ 
term In the lattice energy expression. Higher order terms are 
produced by higher order Induced moments. This is essentially 
a classical explanation. 
London (30) has derived a quantum mechanical expression 
for the interaction between neutral molecules and obtains 
attraction terms proportional to l/p^. Since there are terras 
in his expression which appear in the theory of the dispersion 
of light, these forces are called the London dispersion forces. 
They are often referred to as the van der Waals forces. An 
approximate expression for the dispersion energy between two 
i^lecules separated by a distance rj^j is 
CL ^ I ^ 1 ^  J 
" —T.—'H: O ergs/molecule; 
2(^L+€J) 
where and are the energy differences between the ground 
state and the excited state of the l*th and j'th moleoules. 
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raspaetlvelyi oC ^ ando(j ara the polarlzabllltlas of tha ras-
paotlva iBOlaoulea. If tha absorption fraquanolas of tha mola-
oulas ara unknown, and 6^ ara oftan assumad to ba aqual to 
tha lonisatlon potentials of tha nolaoulas. In tha oasa of 
singly ohargad positive ions this is tha saoond ionization 
potential of tha element, and for negative ions it is the elec­
tron affinity# For the silver ion Mayer (22) oonoluded 6^g is 
about 90^ of the second ionization potential of the neutral 
atom* From ultraviolet absorption speotra of the perohlorata 
ion, ^ e.v.OD . 
In a crystal lattice it is necessary to sum the disper­
sion energies over all the atoms, ions, or molecules, but the 
r- 6 
sums are of tha form / and are rapidly convergent, even 
for struetm»e8 of low symmetry, Tha expression for the total 
dispersion energy can be written 
®dis = - • ^^v^*ii • *22 
'O 
where the a*s are the coefficients of l/r in the previous 
equation, and r^ is the shortest anion-eation distance. 
and are the lattice sums and are 6.595 and 1.807, respec­
tively, for the NaCl lattice. 
Tessman, Kahn, and Shockley (32) have obtained the 
electronic polarizabillties of the alkali and halide ions in 
the crystalline state. The molecular electronic polarizability, 
o<g|, was calculated from the Lorentz formula 
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whar« Vjg la the moleoular volume, and n Is the Index of re-
fpaotlon extrapolated to A s , It was shown that, except 
tor the fluorides, z within a few pereent. 
Indicating the polarlsabllltles of the Ions are essentially 
additive for these simple crystals,» They also obtained fairly 
consistent results for some non-cubic Ionic crystals such as 
the alkali and alkaline-earth sulphates, carbonates, nitrates, 
and others# assuming addltlvlty of the Individual Ions and 
using the average values of the Indices of refraction. They 
reported a value of 2»l\. a3 for the polarlaablllty of the posi­
tive silver ion. 
The polarlaablllty of the perchlorate Ion was calculated 
by the author In a similar manner for potassium, rubidium, 
ceslvm, and ammonium perchlorate. The results are shown In 
Table 6. The average value of the polarlaablllty Is 
and was used In the energy calculations. Very little error Is 
Introduced by using finite values of X, and so the Indices of 
refraction were not extrapolated to Xoo * 
The van der Waals Interactions between the silver aaid 
perchlorate Ions In the benyene complex were obtained by cal­
culating directly the Interaction of each ion with Its first, 
second, and third nearest neighbors. In the anhydrous salt, 
B Is -6.8 kcal/mole, and In the bensene complex, B is -2.8 
kcal/mole. 
Tabla 6, Polarlaablllty of the Perohlopate Ion 
n 
av 
V 
m m 
^ * 
KClOji^ 1.1+71+ 90.3 6.07 1.33 a3 1+.71+ A^ 
RbClOj^ 1.1+71 101.i+ 6.76 1.98 1+.78 
CsClO^ 1.1+76 lli+.8 7.76 3.31+ 1+.1+2 
NI^CIO^ 1.1+81+ 99,7 6.81 2.11+ lf.67 
average 1+.65 A^ 
*Tha polarlaabllltlaa of tha poaltlve lona wapa obtained 
from Teaaman, at al, (32). 
The van der Waals Interaction of benzene with Ita neigh-
bora alao nuat be oonaldered, but alnoe the benzene ring la 
not apherloallj aymmetrlo the energlea are more difflouXt to 
oaloulate aoourately. It la aaaumed that the dlaperalon ener­
gy between benzene and the sliver and perohlorate Ions la 
equal to the heat of fualon of benzene kcal/mole) plua 
the energy required to expand liquid benzene to fit Into the 
holea of the expanded silver perohlorate lattice. The volume 
of the larger unit oell la 1.6 times the molecular volume of 
liquid benzene, and ainoe the molecular Interaction energlea 
In the liquid are easentlally of the dispersion type and vary 
as (l/r^)^# It Is probably not too unreasonable to aasume that 
the energy expended (due to the expansion of the benzene mole­
cules) Is about 60^ of the heat of vaporization of benzene. 
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OP about koal/fflola. Tha sum of this expansion energy 
/ 
and the heat of fusion of benzene Is 6,3 koal/mole and Is 
approximately what one would expect for the dispersion Inter­
action of the benzene ring with Its neighbors In the sliver 
perohlorate-benzene complex. This does not Include Induction 
effects which are considered later* 
Repulsive Bnergy 
It was mentioned previously that short»range repulsive 
forces exist between atoms* Ions* or moleoulos* with closed* 
shell electronic structures* It has been shown quantum mechan­
ically that these forces are of an exponential form and are a 
result of the Paull exclusion principle. The repulsion of two 
helliM atomSf for example* Is explained In this way* 
Many simple ionic solids consist of Ions with a closed-
shell structure, and the repulsive energies of these Ions In 
the alkali and silver halldes have been calculated by Born and 
Uayer (21), and others, where the repulsive potential b(r) be­
tween two Ions, 1 and j, was assumed to be 
where 
c^j a (1 4 
bjbj s «p(rj ^ 
"IJ = "L + "3 
and b la an arbitrary oonatant sat aqual to 10'^ args/molacule. 
% 
The constants and p^ are determined from oompresslbility 
data; r^^j Is the dlstanoe between the Ions; r^ and r^ are 
the radii of the ions whose valences are and and n^^, 
are the number of electrons in the outer sheila of the Ions, 
For the alkali halides, 2p^ z 0,3k$ A, but Mayer (22) 
found that in the silver halldes p^^ ^ p^ s 0.260 A, He as­
sumed Pg roEsalned the same which gives S 0.175 A, 
Both the silver and perchlorate ions have closed-shell 
electronic structures* and since the perchlorate ion has 
approximate spherical symmetry it Is assumed the repulsive 
potential between the ions is of the above form. It Is also 
assumed In these calculations that the perchlorate Ion is sim­
ilar to the halogen ions in many respects. For example, since 
p is 0.3l|5 A for all the halogens, it Is also used for the 
perchlorate ion. The same is true for n, and although this 
may be less correct it should not cause any appreciable error. 
Mayer*s constants for the halldes are based on the radii 
determined by Mayer and Huggins (33)> henoe the radii used in 
this investigation are on their scale. Kapustlnski^s (2l|) 
*thermoch««iieal'* radius of the perchlorate ion is based on 
Goldschmidt*s radii, therefore, his value of 2.36 A was multi­
plied by 0.82 to give ® Ti»9h A, 
Considering only nearest like and unlike neighbors, the 
total repulsive energy p«* molecule is 
®r.p = " • 'a 'la'/Pia 
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•|M'*E22«3CP(2R2 - **22 ^ ^^^22 ®*'SS/®OL®OULE, 
where the U * s  are the number of neighbors* 
For the oublo phase of silver perohlorate, B z 11,0 
koal/aole and for the benzene complex, B s 3*1+2 koal/mole* 
The latter Is the repulsive energy between the Ions only. 
Inductive Bnergy 
The long-range energy of Interaction between molecules 
with permanent charge distributions can be considered as three 
separate Interactions, ^(dls), and ^(Ind), The first 
Is the purely electrostatic Interaction between the Ions, 
permanent dlpoles, quadrapoles, etc., and was considered In 
the section on the Madelung energy. The second Is the dis­
persion energy and also has been considered above. The third 
is the energy of Induction whloh Is due to the Induction of 
moments In a molecule by the electric field which arises from 
neighboring charge distributions. 
There Is very little discussion In the literature about 
the effects of Induction on lattice energies. This Is because 
most of the lattice energy calculations have been for simple 
Ionic solids with high sjnnmetry, and the Induction effects are 
essentially zero. Rowllnson (3l|.) considered the Induction 
energies of the dlpole moments In his lattice energy calcula­
tions of lee, and Hlrschfelder, Curtlss* and Blpd (35) discuss 
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In some detail the effects between an Ion and a neutral mole­
cule In a gas* The energy of Induction in the latter case Is 
larger than the energy due to dispersion. It is likely that 
In Ionic crystals of low symmetry the induction energy is Just 
as important as the dispersion energy and may be the deciding 
factor in determining the crystal structure, although It would 
be practically impossible to predict a priori what the struc­
ture should be. 
For low field strengths the dlpole moment,^, induced 
in a molecule by the field P is given by ^  z where 
is the polarizabllity tensor of the molecule. The energy of 
induction 6 (Ind) s •iir(F«o^.F) and It is observed that the 
energy depends upon the orientation of the molecule with re­
spect to the field. For simple ions the polarlaabllity is 
usually isotropic but in the case of benaene it is anisotropic 
and the orientation of the molecule is very important. 
The induction energy for the cubic form of silver per-
chlorate is considered negligible since the field at the cen­
ter of the ions is zero and, therefore, the dlpole moments are 
zero and the energy of the induced multipole moments should be 
small. For the benzene complex the energy of induction between 
the sliver and perchlorate Ions is not negligible since the 
fields do not vanish at the center of the ions; however, the 
sTtametry is high enough so that one only needs to consider the 
asymmetric distribution of the ions along the line Oy|^, Since 
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th9 polarlaftbttitles of the allvef and perohlorate lona are 
Isotropic, their energy of interaction is 
®lnd • +*^2^ ergs/moleoule. 
The fleXd strength was calculated to be 2,58x10^ eau/om, 
and with the values of o( used previously, B z -3*39koal/aole. 
fhe Induction energy due to the interaction of the ben­
zene ring with the crystal field is not so easy to calculate, 
partly because the field is not uniform over the entire aole-
cule and partly because of the anlsotropy of the polariaablllty. 
There Is an additional cosiplloatlon which has been discussed 
recently by Coulson, Macooll, and Sutton (36), and that Is the 
likelihood the polarlsabillty of unsyametrical, conjugated and 
aromatic molecules, and benzene in particular, is no longer a 
constant but depends upon the field strength, particularly 
when the molecule is in the neighborhood of an Ion or dipole 
of moderate strength. They found that the induced moment of 
benaene In uniform fields of about 100 volts/cm is about twice 
what the induced moment would be if o< was independent of the 
field. However, it does not necessarily follow that the polar-
isablllty would be increased in directions normal to the field 
and it Is quite possible that It would be decreased. In the 
silver perchlorate-bensene complac where the field is non­
uniform, It was consldeped better to ignore the field depend­
ence of the polarisabllity (even though It probably exists) 
than to use the results of Coulson, et al, for uniform fields. 
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The Induction energy of benatene due to the crystal 
field was obtained by calculating the sums of the Interaction 
energies of the Individual bonds with the field, ^.e,, 
The electric fields were calculated midway between carbon atoms 
for the C • C bonds and at the carbon atoms for the C • H 
bonds* In most oases the resultant field was calculated from 
the contributions of the nearest eighteen Ions. The aniso­
tropic bond polarlzabllltles are those given by Denbigh {37). 
Because of the crystal symmetry it was necessary to determine 
the energies of only four bonds. The Induction energies of the 
individual bonds varied from 0.78 kcal/mole to 1,23 kcal/mole. 
The total induction energy of the benzene molecule is 12.li. 
kcal/mole. 
Charge-Transfer Energy 
The lattice energy of silver perohlorate has been cal­
culated to be 165.0 kcal/fflole. The heat of formation of the 
silver perohlorate-benzene complex from silver perchlorate and 
liquid benzene Is 8.1 kcal/mole, and the energy necessary to 
expand liquid benzene to the volume of the benzene complex has 
been estimated to be kcal/mole {6o^ of the heat of vapori­
zation of benzene), therefore, the lattice energy of the ben­
zene complex should be 177»5 kcal/mole. All the necessary 
components of the lattice energy of the complex have been 
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calculated or eatlmatad in the previous sections (see Table 7) 
Table ?• Lattice Energies 
AGCLO^ 
Madelung Energy -167,2 koal/mole "•12l4,,2 kcal/mole 
Dispersion Energy -8,8 
Repulsive Energy fll.O 
Induction Energy 
Charge-Transfer 
Energy {by difference) 
-2.8 (AJ - CIOFJ) ^ 
-6,8 (Ht.of Pus,+ 6o?^ 
Ht.of Vap.of Ba) 
+3*l|- (Ag - Cioj^) 
-34 (Ag , ClojJ) 
-12.1}. (Be) 
-31.3 (two Ag»B8 bonds) 
Lattice Energy -165.0 kcal/mole -177,5 kcal/mole 
^oept« of course,^ the charge-transfer energy. The simi of 
their Individual energies Is ll|.6.2 kcal/mole. The difference 
between this value and 177*5 kcal/mole Is attributed to the 
charge-transfer Interaction between the silver ions and the 
benzene molecules* Since each silver ion is attached to two 
benzene rings* one silver-benzene bond corresponds to 15*7 
kcal/mole. 
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It la difficult to astlmat® the reliability of this 
7alutt slnee many terms had to be oaloulated or estimated and 
each vas subject to errors. It la likely, however, that some 
of the errors would tend to oanoel each other* For example, 
the omission of the dlpole-quadrapole terms In the dispersion 
energy and the negleot of the aero-polnt energy should have 
little effect upon the charge-transfer energy although they 
would Increase the total lattice energies slightly. The 
repulsive energies are particularly subject to errors, for 
small errors In the Ionic radii could produce large errors In 
the repulsive energies. Nevertheless, an error of about 
kcal/mole In the sllver-bensene bond energy does not seem an 
unreasonable guess. 
The energy found for the silver-benzene bond Is some­
what larger than the van der Waals and polarisation energies 
but Is much leas then the bond energy of $0 kcal/mole proposed 
by Tlddlesby and Sharpe (11). 
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SUMMAHY 
Crystal Structure 
The structure of the silver perohlorate-benzene com­
plex has been accurately determined by a three-dimensional 
least squares analysis. The silver Ions are displaced 0«26 A 
from the mirror planes of the space group Gmem in a disordered 
manner* This results In unequal Ag-C distances for a given 
bwzene ring. They are 2,14.96 i O.OO6 A and 2,63l|. i O.OO8 A, 
Three of the Ag - 0 distances are 2,68 + 0,02 A and one Is 
3#20 1 0,01 A, 
The benzene ring Itself Is distorted from hexagonal 
sj^tmaetryj the ^^"^2 t 0,017 A. 
and l,li.27 i 0,010 A, respectively; the angles ®x''*'2"^2 
Cg-Ci-Cg, are 122,2® and 115,7®» respectively. 
The oxygen atoms of the perohlorate Ion are also dis­
placed slightly off the mirror planes but this is probably a 
measure of the anlsotropy of the thermal motion of the Ion, 
The chlorine-oxygen bond distances are l,l|l{l( + 0,018 A for 
Gl-Oj^ and 1,508 i 0,009 A for Cl-Og, The O^-Cl-O^ and 
Og-Gl-Og angles are 106,3° «nd 113,2®, respectively. 
Lattice Energies 
Calculations showed that the lattice energy of the 
cubic structure of silver perohlorate Is 165,0 koal/molej 
the lattice energy of silver perohlorate expanded to the vol­
ume of the benzene complex Is 127,0 kcal/mole. It was found 
that the Induction energy of benzene due to the lon-lnduoed 
dlpoles in the benzene ooraplex Is 12.i|. koal/mole* The van 
der WaaXa energy of benzene in the eomplex is estimated to 
be 6.8 koal/mole. The energy due to charge-transfer foroes 
between a silver Ion and one benzene molecule Is 15«7 koal/ 
mole. The polarlzablllty of the perohlorate Ion was also cal­
culate, and the average value Is l4-»65 
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PART II. 
X-RAY INVE3TI0ATI0N OP 
TIN WHISKERS 
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INTRODUCTION 
Theftt has b«en consldsrable Intepsat in peoent yaaps 
In th# sssmlngXj spontaneous growth of thin metal filaments 
or "whiskers^ on metal surfaces. A number of metals are 
known to develop whiskers but tin has probably been studied 
more extensively than the other metals. The diameters of the 
whiskers vary from less than a tenth of a micron to over fif­
teen microns and their lengths range from a few tenths of a 
millimeter to a centimeter or longer. 
Gompton, Hendlssza, and Arnold 08} were among the first 
to study In some detail the growth of metal whiskers. They 
studied the growth of tin, zinc, and cadmium filaments under 
different experimental conditions and found that the rate of 
growth depended markedly upon the ambient temperature and also 
upon the substrate of the material (e.g. pure metal, steel, 
etc.}. It was dcHiionstrated by X-ray means that the straight 
whiskers (some grow in spiral form) were single crystals of 
the metal. 
Koonce and Arnold (39) studied the growth of particular 
whiskers with the aid of an electron mlcrosoope and their 
conclusive evidence that the whiskers grow from the base 
rather than from the tip caused the rejection of Peach's 
theory of growth (1^0) which required the whiskers to grow 
from the tip. 
The effect of pressure on the rate of growth of tin 
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whtskePB was studied by Fisher, Darken, and Carroll (I4.I). 
They found that the rate of whisker growth was greatly aooel-
erated on metals held in a olamp under pressure. In some oases 
whiskers grew In a matter of minutes as oompared to months 
under normal eondltlons* 
There Is no oompletely satisfactory theory on the growth 
of metal whiskers although Sshelby (14.2) and Frank (It-B) have 
both proposed theories where the growth process Is attributed 
to a dislocation mechanism and the necessary energy Is supplied 
by oxidation of the whisker surface. 
In 19^2 Herring and Gait (14|.} made some simple but 
interesting mechanical tests on some whiskers of tin. They 
found, from bending tests, that the whiskers could tolerate 
much larger strains than could bulk specimens* For example, 
whiskers could be bent approximately Into a circle for a week 
and when released they would straighten out perfectly# Herring 
and dalt attributed these unusual properties to the possibili­
ty that the whiskers are perfect or near-perfect crystals, 
essentially free of dislocations. It has since generally been 
assumed by others that the remarkable properties of these 
filamentary crystals are due to their high degree of perfec­
tion. 
It is well known from X-ray diffraction studies that 
most crystals consist of slightly mlsoriented crystallites 
whose diameters are about a micron or less. They are called 
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mosaic crystals. The Integrated Intensities of X-ray reflec­
tions from mosaic crystals are proportional to the square of 
the structure factor, but for large perfect crystals the Inte­
grated intensities are proportional to the first power of the 
structure factors* However, these are merely limiting oases 
for the more general cases of perfect crystals of intermediate 
size or of somewhat imperfect crystals of larger size, (In 
X-ray studies a crystal size of one millimeter or more on an 
edge Is considered large. The size of crystals used in struc­
tural work is usually about a few tenths of a millimeter on an 
edge.) For crystallites with a diameter greater than a micron, 
the integrated intensities are very sensitive to crystallite 
size and h«ace a careful study of the X-ray Intensities of 
some of the larger whiskers should give valuable information 
about their degree of perfection. 
The main purpose of this investigation is to show by a 
detailed study of the X-ray diffraction Intensities of a num­
ber of tin whiskers that they are not perfect crystals al­
though they do have a greater degree of perfection than bulk 
specimens in general. This is accomplished by correcting the 
observed structure factors for extinction according to the dy­
namical theory of X-ray diffraction with the crystallite size 
as a parameter and then comparing them to the theoretical 
structure factors. 
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EXPERIMBNTAL 
The whiskers studied in this investigation were ob* 
tained from some ziroonlum-tin alloys. Several months after 
preparation of two tln-rloh alloys, whiskers were observed 
growing out of the surfaoe of some unreacted tin whioh con­
tained a small amount of an unknown phase. The whiskers con­
s i s t  o f  t h r e e  t y p e s ?  s t r a i g h t ,  k i n k e d  a n d  s h r i v e l e d  ( F i g ,  7 ) ,  
Only the first type will be discussed here. Their diameters 
range from about 1-15 microns and their lengths are a few 
tenths of a millimeter, although some are longer than a milli­
meter. 
X-ray diffraction photographs were taken of about a 
doaen whiskers. They have been observed growing along the 
[oox]. ti 0(^, [10^ , and |il^ directions. 
Intensity data were taken of four crystals# Data for 
I and II were taken on a Welssenberg camera with Mo radiation 
using multiple film and timed exposures. The Intend, ties were 
estimated visually and corrected for the Lorents-polarisatlon 
factor. Intensity data for III and IV were taken with a 
Oeiger counter attachment on a Welssenberg camera, using CuK 
radiation and also corrected for the Lp factor. 
The diameters of the crystals are 10, 2, and 
II ( t0.5)^for I, II, III, and IV, respectively. The cor­
responding absorption factors, yCcP, are 0.1, 0.02, O.^l and 
1.1 (assuming the whiskers are cylindrical). From the absorp-
Plg» 7 Photographs of son® tin whiskers. 
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tlon tables In the International Tabellen It is seen 
that absorption la negligible for data taken with Mo radia­
tion (orystals I and II) but la not negligible for data taken 
with Cu radiation (erystals III and IV), Although the absorp­
tion factor does not vary greatly with increasing Bragg angle* 
9, the absorption corrections for equivalent reflections are 
different due to the small deviations In cross section from a 
true cylinder. A 10^ difference In diameter can affect the 
intensity by 10 - 15^ at the same Bragg angle, Consecfuently, 
intensity data for orystals III and IV were averaged for all 
equivalent reflections* 
The lattice constants were determined from back-reflec-
tlon Welssenberg photographs and precession photographs. The 
first method was used to obtain a^ from the (hkO) reflections 
by OKtrapolation procedures. The value determined, a • 5.820 
o 
i 0.001 kX, was used to calibrate the (hOjf) precession data 
in order to calculate the c which was found to be 3.18 t 0.01 
o 
kX. The lattice constants agree within experimental error 
with the values given by Lee and Raynor for pure tin. They 
reported a^ z 5.8199 t 0.0002 kX and c^ z 3.1714-9 t 0«0002 kX 
at 25°C. The good agreement Indicates the whiskers were 
fairly pure. 
Many of the whiskers in this study appeared to be 
brilliantly colored when white light was specularly reflected 
from the crystal faces. The color of light reflected from a 
given face varied with the angle of incidence, and on long 
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whiskers some of the faoes consisted of sections of different 
colors. These observations suggest that thin films, possibly 
tin oxide, esist on the whisker surfaces* It was mentioned 
in the introduction that the theories of Eshelby (14.2) and 
Fpank (I4.3) Involve surface oxidation of the whiskers. 
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THIORY 
Th« lnt«grat«d Intensity, fop •quatopiftl 
M 
fl«otlon8 of a anall alngla crystal oomplately bathad in tha 
X-ray baam, uaing the rotating oryatal mathod, la given by 
ISaohariaaen ikl) as 
IQ is the intenalty of the Incident beam, $ V is the volume of 
PH ia the struottire factor and H repreaenta the Miller indioea, 
V is the volime of the unit cell and e, n, and c have their 
usual meanings. The angle between the reflecting planea and 
the axia of rotation has been taken to be sero aa for an equa­
torial xone. This formula applies to a mosaic crystal where 
the crystallites are small enough ao that ooctinction effects 
are negligible. 
When the dimensiona of the crystallites are about a mi­
cron or larger, multiple scattering can become serious and has 
to be corrected. This effect is known as primary extinction. 
The integrated reflecting power, B^, is related to the 
integrated intensity by H ® ® ®H®o^o 
power of the incident beam, and ia the croas section of the 
AH = 
28in29 
the crystal, A is the X-ray wavelength, 0 is the Bragg angle. 
7L^ 
Incident beam. It will be convenient fop the dlaouaalon which 
follows to express Hg In terms of Zaoharlasen'a parameter f. 
SR s X 5 *h«r« Rj 
mo VTT - ^ 
(Z3.1U7) 
Fg Is the power of the diffracted beam and K Is the polarlsa* 
tlon factor, which la unity for normal polarisation and oos2Q 
for parallel polarization. For an unpolarlzed Incident beam 
RH - ^  •*" • 
For a large perfect crystal R^j Is proportional to IPgl 
and not however, In this study the general expressions 
for small perfect crystals or larger crystals of intermediate 
degrees of perfection will be useful. 
Zacharlasen obtains the formula for plane parallel 
crystal plates and then discusses the necessary modifications 
for crystals of other shapes* There are two cases involved, 
the Laue case, and the Bragg case (see Fig, 8). 
For zero absorption In the Individual crystallites the 
Integrated reflecting power is 
Lau. oasa: (Z3.11t2) 
1 + R 
Bragg caset s 
y^ + {l»y^) c 0 th^ [a (i-y^) 
(23,1^4.) 
Fig# 8 (A) ©as®, CB) Bt»«gg oas«. 
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( A )  
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A la defined byi ^ e^^ 
A = ^ " J s KAQ » (23.169) 
n 
o^n' 
where Is the thlekneas of the eryataX plate and 
the dlreotlon eoalnes of the Incident and reflected beaaa, 
respeotlvely. For the ayometrleal refleotlona }i q Z Jfn* 
ST 
Irradiated voXiaBe of the oryatal plate la W s nP. •?• where 
Yo 
Sq la the oroaa aeotlon of the Incident beam, Ona may regard 
Sv/Sq as the effective path length of the beam through the 
crystal for a given reflection. For a true cylinder of length 
L and radlua R, completely bathed In the beam* the effective 
path length Is ^V/S^ r'TrR^l/2RL sTTR/2, where la now the 
longitudinal cross section of the cylinder (which Is the use­
ful cross section of the beam). The effective path length Is 
the same for all reflections In a glvwi layer line, but will 
be longer for the higher layer lines# 
It has been shown that the Integral 
{Z3.162) 
-00 ^ Y 
may be reduced to 
2A 
ao 
R ?  =  ^  
Y 
STR^ <23.X65) 
nso 
The Integral, tabulated In Watson (l}.8) for 
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TAluss of X from 0.1 to 1.0« It was neoessary to extend the 
table to higher values of x. Table 8 gives the value of the 
Integral for x s 1.2 to 12.0. Values of the Integral for 
Intermediate values of x may be obtained graphically. 
Table 8. Values of the Integral 
X X 
'0 
X 
0 
H 
0 X 0 
1.2 0.532 3.5 0.610 5.8 O.3I+2 9.5 0.589 
1.5 .621 3.8 .555 6.0 .353 10.0 .5314. 
1.8 .686 I4..0 .512 6.5 .I4.O8 10.5 .U78 
2.0 .713 lt.2 .i^75 7.0 .1^78 11.0 .U23 
2.2 .731 .il.2l|. 7.5 .5I48 11.5 .388 
2.7 .723 I4..8 .377 8.0 .609 12.0 .396 
3.0 .695 5.0 .357 8.5 .63!^ 
3.2 .663 5.2 .31^3 9.0 .622 
For the Bragg ease 
.OO 
"H - iz. 
Y® *• (l-y^)ooth® [A(1-
"TT tanh A. 
(23.167) 
If the Incident beam is unpolarlzedi s 
so the Integrated reflecting power can be expressed as 
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Rjj s Q» ^ 5 Q f(Ao) ^ (Zl|.l^6) 
«o Yo ' 
where, for the Laue ease 
f(Ao) S |oogg0lIIj2n^.^( 12^00082^1 ^  , (Zi|.i|.6a) 
Aq(1+008^29) 
and for the Bragg oase 
tanh A. ftooa29) tanhjA.oo82Q) 
F(AO) : 1 2 . (Z^,L^6B) 
A^d k 008^28) 
It is shown in Zaoharlaaen that the Integrated reflect­
ing power reduces to 
RH^IPHI^ for Ao«1 
And R jj oCIPjjI for Ao»l. 
Although absorption was assumed to be negligible in the 
individual crystallites, absorption for the entire crystal may 
be appreciable. For a crystal of arbitrary shape the integrat­
ed reflecting power including absorption Is % B Q* r exp(->oc)dv. 
So-* 
{Zl4,,59) where /A. is the linear absorption coefficient, % is 
the distance the beam travels through the crystal and the inte­
gration is over the entire crystal. 
When absorption is not negligible in the individual 
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opjstalllttts, the abova pasults apa not valid and Zaohaplasan's 
traatmant of tha aytnmatrloal Laua oasa for absorbing crystals 
will be useful. Equation (23,114.2) Is modified to 
jpln^[A(l 4- y^)^] + 8lnh^|^/(l + , 
1 + (23.181 
p_ 
^^EXP(-/ATOAO 
In addition to the term for zero absorption, there Is now a 
slnh squared term due to absorption. The factor k Is given by 
F' 
" ' 4 (23.179) 
Where s f IF^ and the center of symmetry has been taken 
to be at the origin* (The complex part of the scattering fac­
tor Is due mainly to dispersion of the L electrons* and the 
value used was that given by Dauben and Templeton (1|.9) )• Por 
metallic tin, k Is the ratio of the Imaginary part of the 
atomic scattering factor to the real part. For this Investi­
gation kA Is small enough that the approximation slnh xpc. x 
can be used. The Integral of the second term becomes 
''F , « IIR(W)2 . 
- > 
For a crystal of arbitrary shape 
«Y-
"rrj^L ^2n+l^^^^ * j'exp(->ux)dv ^ . 
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Pol* unpolajplzed radiation th« Integrated reflecting power Is 
now 
^ Q|f(Ao) + i j^exp( ->tx)dv , 
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INTSRPRBTATIOR OF THE DATA 
fh« observed Intensities were not measured on an abso­
lute soale so Igslp f (Aq) (F^j , where Ijj is the Integrated 
Intensity on a relative soale, and the absorption factor, 
1 f exp{-//cx)dv. Is represented by • The observed struotia^e 
^o> 
faetors were obtained from 
|PhI : (igApf (A„)« )* 
and the oaloulated structure faotors from the expression 
F s ^ %n («xp 2Tn{hXj + ky^ +i*j) > 
where the x^, y^, and a^'s are given by t (0, l/lj., 1/8) and 
t (l/2» 3A» 5/8), fgjj Is the atomlo scattering factor for tin, 
and B is proportional to the mean-square amplitude of thermal 
vibrations of the atoms. It is necessary to know an approxi­
mate value of B since the function fCA^) depends upon and 
hence upon the temperature factor. Crystal II was chosen for 
this pttt>pose as it was small enough so that extinction, if it 
exists, would have a negligible effect upon the determination 
of the temperature factor. B was then found by making a semi­
log plot of 1FJ/|P^1VS. sin^6/A^ and then determining the 
slope of the straight line drawn through the corresponding 
points. A value of B r 1.6 was obtained. Two independent 
estimates of B were also made. One was by assuming a simple 
Debye solid for which the Debye-Waller formula 
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„ - FX/.X. XL ALN^E 
Is valid, ^ho oonstantfl h« k, and m ar« Planek^s constant, 
BoltEmann^s constant* and the mass of tha atoms In grams, res­
pectively, The function ? (x) f xA# where x Is the ratio of 
the Debye characteristic temperature^ 6) > to the ambient tem­
perature, T, is essentially unity for T>®, The low-tempera-
ture value of 0 B 130®K, obtained by Simon from heat capacity 
studies and reported by James (50), was used and the resulting 
value of B was 1«7* The other estimate was obtained by making 
a saml-log plot of iF^j/IP^jl from the data reported by Swanson 
and Tatge ($1) for bulk tin. The value of B s 1,77 obtained 
la only approximate, however, since the intensities reported 
are not Integrated intensities but only peak intensities. 
These two values of B compare favorably with the value ob­
tained from crystal II, 
Observed structure factors for crystals I, III, and IV 
were obtained from the observed intensities first by assuming 
the i^lskers are Ideally mosaic, (i,e«, fCA^} was taken to be 
unity), and then by asstaalng the whiskers are perfect through­
out, In the latter case, equation (2:}4.,i|.6a) above was used for 
29<70® and equation {Zl4.,l;6b) for 2© >110°, For 70®-^ 29110°, 
f(Ao) was calculated using both formulas and an average taken. 
Absorption effects in the individual crystallites were taken 
into account for crystals III and IV by adding to f(Ao) the 
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quantity Actually, this expression Is for the Laue 
type of refleotlon, but slnoe the exaot form Is not known 
for the Bragg type of reflection and Ik^A^ is small compared 
to for these reflections. It was thought It would be a 
reasonable approximation to use this oorraetlon for both oases* 
The resulting structure factors were then compared to 
the calculated structure factors, which contained the tmnpera-
ture factor exp(-1.6sln^e/X^), by making semi-log plots of 
|J^e) sln^O/A^, The results for each of the crystals 
are shown In Fig. 9« The correct Interpretation should give 
essentially a straight horizontal line as for crystal XI, In 
no ease does the assmaptlon that the whiskers are completely 
perfect give a reasonable Interpretation of the data. One ean 
obtain some Idea as to whether or not the crystals exhibit any 
primary extinction by studying the deviations of the low-order 
refleotlons from a horizontal line In Fig. 9 for those data 
where fCA^) has been taken to be unity. It Is noticed that 
the slope of a line through these points Is negative so that 
f(Ao) must be less than unity and decrease with Increasing 
Bragg angle In order for the slope to approach zero| hence, 
some correction for primary extinction Is necessary. If one 
draws a line through the points corresponding to the higher-
order reflections one observes a small positive slope. This 
suggests that the temperature factor may be slightly higher 
than the value used. The structure factors were recalculated 
using a value of B s 1.8A^, and A^ was varied by varying the 
Fig# 9 S«Ki*log plot of tht ratio of the oal0ulftt«d and 
ofes«i*¥aA stfttotuj-a fattojpa vs. aln^e/x^, fop 
©rratala I, II, III and If. '3Ph« 0aloulated 
atrwtwa faotopt hava baan eorreatad for a tam-
paratwa faator ©f B a 1»6*. fha op«® olrolas 
mm tm a aoatl© aryatal and tha aroasas ara for 
a parfaat orystal. 
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effootivd orjstaXllte size until th« slope of the line through 
all of the points was approximately zero. This was done sepa­
rately for crystals I, III, and IV, The results are shown In 
Fig, 10. This value of B corresponds to a oharaoterlstlo tem­
perature, 6 > of X26°K. A comparison of the observed and caX-
euXated structure factors Is given In TabXe 9. Very good 
agreement Is obtained for crystals I and IV with a crystallite 
size of 2.7/A.. For crystallites of this size, absorption cor­
rections affect the observed structure factors only about 1^. 
This Is much less than the accuracy of the data and, therefore, 
was neglected in the final caXcuXatlons, The (OOU) reflectioQ 
(sin^9/A^ s 0.395) for whisker III appears to be anomalously 
low but if we disregard this reflection then good a^ement is 
obtained for a crystallite size of 1.5/a,. 
Ftg. 10 S«Bil.l@g plot ©f iW^/¥^)mp(^3ain^Q/)?) vs. 
fojr 0t»ystals I# II# lH and IV with 
B s 1#8. fii« 0t>t«3?v«d 9t]*udtm*« faotora have 
l»»«n 0©Fr®0ti«d for lectlnttloa. 
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Table 9» Observed and Caloulated Struefcure Factors 
hkii Fgexp-l.Ssln^e/X® Pod) fo(II) Fo(III) Po{IV) 
020 156 138 ili5 156 139 
Oil 109 105 108 107 
220 133 133 
031 81 83 77 83 
Ol^O 102 101 97 106 101 
I4.2O 90 . 92 
0^1 52 53 55 56 
013 k9 il.9 i^ 8 i^ 6 
i|i|0 68 71 
060 63 69 6k 67 63 
033 kl 39 1^ 0 
620 58 58 
61^ 0 kS 
071 32 30 3i4. 27 
ool^ hk 37 ko 28 
053 30 27 3k 
O2I4. 1^ 1 32 i;o 
080 36 38 39 
0W4 32 31 37 
073 19 16 a 
091 17 17 ft 
061;, 22 20 a 
0*10«0 18 21 A 
^Too weak to be recorded. 
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DISCUSSIOH 
It is oonoluded from th« above results that the whisk** 
ers studied are not perfect orystals# although they do seem 
to have a higher degree of perfection than Is usually attribu­
ted to bulk specimens In general (where perfection usually 
extends less than 10**^Gm}. It should be mentioned that In 
this investigation only the cross section of the crystallites 
normal to the whisker axis was detemlned; however, it does 
not se«a likely that the dimensions of the crystallites along 
the whisker axis would be much different from that obtained 
for the other directions. Treuting (^2) and Pearson, et al, 
(53) have also presented evidence of some degree of imperfec­
tion in whiskers. The type of strain noted by Treutlng is, 
however, not general, since no appreciable streaking of the 
diffraction spots was seen on most of the Wsissenberg diagrams 
In this study. 
The whiskers used by Herring and Gait (i4J4.) in their 
initial observations of the remarkable mechanical properties 
of tin whiskers were 1.3x< In diameter. Whiskers of this siae 
may be perfect in cross section, but it se«as reasonable that 
they too would «thlblt Imperfections along the whisker axis. 
(These could be studied by mounting the whisker axis parallel 
to the X-ray beam and measuring the observed intensities as 
the crystal Is rotated about an axis normal to the beam.) 
Although experiments on the mechanical properties of 
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the whlskors studied h«ra wars not perfomed, the whiskers 
appeared to possess the unusml elastic properties described 
by Herring and Oalt, For example, they could be bent approxi­
mately into a closed circle and when released would inmediate-
ly return to their original shape. Mr. David Winkel (5i|.) has 
pointed out that exceedingly fine metallic filaments with 
apparently similar mechanical properties were made by Taylor 
(5^) over thirty years ago by pulling out glass or quartz tubes 
containing molten metal. According to Ishelby (^6) it is not 
necessary to postulate the absence of imperfections in order 
to account for these observations. 
It is interesting to compare the characteristic tem­
perature, 3, obtained from X-rays (Debye-Waller formula), 
with that obtained from elasticity data. The relation of (tD 
to the elastic constants of the substance is discussed by 
James (^0) and is given by 
f (^) - ^ t + ki?-1 r ) 
~ 3(1 -0-)  3(1 -  2cr) 
The constants N, M,^ , h, and k are Avogadro*s number, atomic 
weight, density, Flanok*s constant, and 5oltsmann*s constant, 
respectively. The compressional elasticity, K, is 0,55 kg/cm^ 
(57)> «nd Poisson's ratio, cr , is 0.33 (the ratio of the 
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lateral oontraotlon to the longitudinal extenaion when a rod 
of the substanoe under oonalderatlon is stretohed), The 
value of 0 oaloulated with the aid of the above formula Is 
191®K. 
The X-ray oharaoterlstlo temperature, 126®K, determined 
In this Investigation Is In good agre«iient with the speolfle 
heat value, 130^K, determined from the low-temperature studies 
of Simon. However, very-low-temperature studies, (^8, ^9), 
presumably lower than the above, show that the oharaoterlstlo 
tmperature of tin Inoreases as the tonperature Is lowered 
further. At ij.®K It Is approximately 175^K and below 2®K It 
levels off to about 19$^'S. whloh Is essentially equal to the 
value oaloulated from the elasticity data. It would probably 
be of Interest to determine the X-ray oharaoterlstlo tempera­
ture of other metals that exhibit large variations In the 
speelflo heat values at low temperatures. 
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SUMMARY 
fh« X-ray dlffraotlon data w«r« obtalnad by photo-
graphle and Gal gar oountar mathods using MoKo( and GuKoc 
radiation, raspaotlvoly* It was naoassary to usa tha dynaml-
oal theory of X-ray dlffraotlon to explain the observed data. 
The agreeiaent is very good for a orystallite size of 1.^/^ 
for a 5»5/a. whisker and 2.7/^ for whiskers about 10/a. in 
diameter* fhis indleates the whiskers are not perfect crys­
tals although they exhibit a higher degree of perfeetion than 
is usually attributed to bulk speoimens in general* 
The lattice oonstants# a^s^.eao + O.OOlkX, 0^23,18 t 
0*01l£Xt are in agre«aii<N3t with those reported for pure tin 
within experimental error. The various colors reflected 
from the faces of the crystals are attributed to thin films 
(presimably tin oxide) on the whisker surfaces* 
The Debye oharacteristic temperature calculated from 
the X-ray data, g) - 126*^, is nearly the sflwe as that deter­
mined from low-temperature specific heat data, (S> Z I30®, 
but is not in agrewaent with the very-low-temperature (1.2 -
1|..5®K) value, ® z value is in agrewient with 
the Debye temperature obtained from elasticity data assuming 
a simple ]Debye solid. 
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